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LICENSE AGREEMENT
LICENSOR:

Chemstations Inc.
2901 Wilcrest Drive, Suite 305
Houston, Texas 77042
U.S.A.

ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS OF AGREEMENT BY THE USER
YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING
THIS PACKAGE. USING THIS PACKAGE INDICATES YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS.
The enclosed proprietary encoded materials, hereinafter referred to as the Licensed Program(s), are the
property of Chemstations Inc. and are provided to you under the terms and conditions of this License
Agreement. Included with some Chemstations Inc. Licensed Programs are copyrighted materials owned
by the Microsoft Corporation, Rainbow Technologies Inc., and InstallShield Software Corporation. Where
such materials are included, they are licensed by Microsoft Corporation, Rainbow Technologies Inc., and
InstallShield Software Corporation to you under this License Agreement. You assume responsibility for the
selection of the appropriate Licensed Program(s) to achieve the intended results, and for the installation,
use and results obtained from the selected Licensed Program(s).
LICENSE GRANT
In return for the payment of the license fee associated with the acquisition of the Licensed Program(s) from
Chemstations Inc., Chemstations Inc. hereby grants you the following non-exclusive rights with regard to
the Licensed Program(s):
Use of the Licensed Program(s) on more than one machine. Under no circumstance is
the Licensed Program to be executed without either a Chemstations Inc. dongle
(hardware key) or system authorization code.
You agree to reproduce and include the copyright notice as it appears on the Licensed Program(s) on any
copy, modification or merged portion of the Licensed Program(s).
THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CONVEY ANY RIGHT TO USE, COPY, MODIFY OR TRANSFER THE
LICENSED PROGRAM(S) OR ANY COPY, MODIFICATION OR MERGED PORTION THEREOF, IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT.
TERM
This License Agreement is effective upon acceptance and use of the Licensed Program(s) until terminated
in accordance with the terms of this License Agreement. You may terminate the License Agreement at any
time by destroying the Licensed Program(s) together with all copies, modifications, and merged portions
thereof in any form. This License Agreement will also terminate upon conditions set forth elsewhere in this
Agreement or automatically in the event you fail to comply with any term or condition of this License
Agreement. You hereby agree upon such termination to destroy the Licensed Program(s) together with all
copies, modifications and merged portions thereof in any form.
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LIMITED WARRANTY
The Licensed Program(s), i.e. the tangible proprietary software, is provided "AS IS" WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AND EXPLICITLY EXCLUDING ANY
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The
entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Licensed Program(s) is with you.
Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion of limited warranties, and, in those jurisdictions the above
exclusions may not apply. This Limited Warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have
other rights which vary from one jurisdiction to another.
Chemstations Inc. does not warrant that the functions contained in the Licensed Program(s) will meet your
requirements or that the operation of the program will be uninterrupted or error free.
Chemstations Inc. does warrant, however, that the diskette(s), i.e. the tangible physical medium on which
the Licensed Program(s) is furnished, to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal
use for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of delivery to you as evidenced by a copy of your receipt.
Chemstations Inc. warrants that any program errors will be fixed by Chemstations Inc., at Chemstations'
expense, as soon as possible after the problem is reported and verified. However, only those customers
current on their update/maintenance contracts are eligible to receive the corrected version of the program.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This written Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties concerning the Licensed
Program(s). No agent, distributor, salesman or other person acting or representing themselves to act on
behalf of Chemstations Inc. has the authority to modify or supplement the limited warranty contained
herein, nor any of the other specific provisions of this Agreement, and no such modifications or
supplements shall be effective unless agreed to in writing by an officer of Chemstations Inc. having
authority to act on behalf of Chemstations Inc. in this regard.
LIMITATIONS OF REMEDIES
Chemstations' entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be:
a)

The replacement of any diskette not meeting Chemstations' "Limited Warranty" as
defined herein and which is returned to Chemstations Inc. or an authorized
Chemstations dealer with copy of your receipt, or

b)

If Chemstations Inc. or the dealer is unable to deliver a replacement diskette which is
free of defects in materials or workmanship, you may terminate this License Agreement
by returning the Licensed Program(s) and associated documentation and you will be
refunded all monies paid to Chemstations Inc. to acquire the Licensed Program(s).

IN NO EVENT WILL CHEMSTATIONS INC. BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS, AND OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LICENSED PROGRAM(S) EVEN IF
CHEMSTATIONS INC. OR AN AUTHORIZED CHEMSTATIONS DEALER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY ANY OTHER PARTY.
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SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT PERMIT LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR
INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES SO THAT THE ABOVE LIMITATION AND
EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY IN THOSE JURISDICTIONS.
GENERAL
The initial license fee includes one (1) year of support, maintenance, and enhancements to the program.
After the first one (1) year term, such updates and support are optional at the then current update fee.
Questions concerning this License Agreement and all notices required herein shall be made by contacting
Chemstations Inc. in writing at Chemstations Inc., 2901 Wilcrest, Suite 305, Houston, Texas, 77042, by
telephone, 713-978-7700, or by Fax, 713-978-7727.
DISCLAIMER: CC-STEADY STATE, CC-BATCH, CC-DYNAMICS, CC-THERM, CC-FLASH,
CC-SAFETY NET, CC-POLYMERS, CC-LANPS
Copyright(c) Chemstations Inc., 2004, all rights reserved.
This proprietary software is the property of Chemstations, Inc. and is provided to the user pursuant to a
Chemstations Inc. program license agreement containing restrictions on its use. It may not be copied or
distributed in any form or medium, disclosed to third parties, or used in any manner except as expressly
permitted by the Chemstations Inc. program license agreement.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED. NEITHER CHEMSTATIONS INC. NOR ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES SHALL HAVE
ANY LIABILITY TO THE USER IN EXCESS OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT PAID TO CHEMSTATIONS INC.
UNDER THE CHEMSTATIONS INC. PROGRAM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR THIS SOFTWARE. IN
NO EVENT WILL CHEMSTATIONS INC. BE LIABLE TO THE USER FOR ANY LOST PROFITS OR
OTHER INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF USE OR INABILITY TO USE
THE SOFTWARE EVEN IF CHEMSTATIONS INC. HAS BEEN ADVISED AS TO THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES. IT IS THE USERS RESPONSIBILITY TO VERIFY THE RESULTS OF THE
PROGRAM.
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INTRODUCTION
CC-ReACS is an engineering software tool designed to simulate the behavior of batch and semi-batch
reactors and their associated equipment.
It provides the tools necessary to evaluate the
thermodynamics, chemistry, and equipment for these processes. This includes:
•

A database of physical properties for the 2000 most commonly used chemicals.

•

Estimation and regression facilities for those chemicals not in the database.

•

Thermodynamic models for the phase equilibrium of a wide range of mixtures ranging from ideal
systems to polar and electrolyte systems to polymers.

•

Comprehensive facilities for using kinetic data with the program.

•

Detailed heat transfer calculations.

•

PID control system models for controlling temperature, pressure, flowrates, levels and purities in any
unit of the process.

•

Safety relief simulation (with or without DIERS).

A typical application is depicted below:
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CC-ReACS is designed to be used at all levels and stages of batch chemical process design and
analysis. It can be used to:
•

Analyze experimental data to determine mechanisms and rates.

•

Perform adiabatic or isothermal simulations, which are independent of equipment configuration,
control requirements, and heat transfer considerations.

•

Perform detailed simulations, which include the equipment, control and heat transfer aspects of the
process.
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•

Simulate simple flowsheets (one reactor with or without supporting equipment) or complex systems
(many reactors with associated equipment).

Many, many variations are possible.

CHEMCAD AND CC-REACS
CC-ReACS is a module within the CHEMCAD system. As such, it uses all of the features, which are
fundamental to the system. These include:
•

The flowsheet drawing features.

•

The data input facilities.

•

The CHEMCAD physical properties database.

•

All thermodynamic options and data available in CHEMCAD.

•

Output facilities such as viewing, plotting, and reporting.

•

Regression facilities for physical properties, phase equilibrium, and electrolytes.

•

Equipment sizing.

•

Safety relief calculations.

•

Unit operations which are common in both steady state and dynamic simulations. These include
mixers, dividers, heat exchangers, flashes, pumps, compressors, valves and black box separators.

•

Excel data mapping tools.

•

Sensitivity and optimization analysis.

•

The On-Line Help System.

These features and how to use them are described in detail in the CHEMCAD User’s Guide and the Online Help system to which the user is referred. Those descriptions will not be repeated in this guide.

MAIN FEATURES OF CC-REACS
The use of and technical details of the main features of CC-ReACS are described in this user guide.
These include:
•

The batch reactor

•

The control system

•

The dynamic vessel

•

Miscellaneous dynamic unit-operations – Ramp, Time Delay, Task, Time Switch

•

Other unit operations which can be used in CC-ReACS simulations
2
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The dynamics menu

•

Rate regression
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An individual section on each of these is provided.

INSTALLATION
By default CC-ReACS is always installed with the CHEMCAD Suite. If the any program of the
CHEMCAD Suite has been installed there is not any special procedure to install CC-ReACS because it
is completely integrated with the CHEMCAD Suite and does not run in a separate interface. The use of
CC-ReACS only depends on the user’s license. Please refer to the installation section of the CCSTEADY STATE Users Guide.

THE BATCH REACTOR MODEL
OVERVIEW
Figure 1 provides a pictorial summary of the batch reactor model.
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Figure 1
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The batch reactor UnitOp simultaneously solves the following sets of equations:
1.

2.

For the reaction mass it solves:
•

The mass balance which involves up to two feeds streams, one vapor and one liquid outlet
stream (both optional), the reaction rate equation, and the phase equilibrium (flash)
relationships.

•

The heat balance which includes the enthalpies of the feeds, outlets and holdup, the heat of
reaction, the heat transferred from/to the jackets and coils, agitator horsepower and ambient
heat losses/gains.

•

The pressure calculation (optional) which uses the reactor geometry and the phase equilibrium
relations to determine pressure and rate.

For the jackets and coils it solves:
•

The mass balance including the holdup and up to three utility streams (in and out) per jacket or
coil.

•

The heat balance, which includes the enthalpies of the holdup, the inlet and outlet, streams, the
heat transferred to (from) the reaction mass, and ambient losses (gains).

•

The pressure calculation (determination of the dynamic pressure inside the jacket/coil) via
energy and phase equilibrium equations.

The model has the following major features:
•

Unlimited number of simultaneous reactions.

•

Arrhenius or Langmuir-Hinshelwood, as well as user defined forms of the rate equation.

•

Any combination of jackets, external coils, and/or internal coils on the reactor vessel (maximum
of five per reactor).

•

Heat-cool-chill can be simulated.

•

Reactor pressure can be fixed or calculated.

•

Heat transfer coefficients can be specified or calculated.

•

Jackets may be baffled or unbaffled, and agitating nozzles can be used.

•

External coils may be dimpled or half pipe.

•

Feed and product flow rates may be scheduled, controlled, or, for vapor vents, calculated.

•

Batch, semi-batch, and continuous operation can be simulated.

•

PID control systems can be used.

•

Run time plots can be generated.

•

Heat transfer can be scheduled or calculated.

•

Phase equilibrium can be vapor-liquid or vapor-liquid-liquid.
4
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•

The thermal mode of calculation can be isothermal, adiabatic, isothermal with a temperature
schedule, adiabatic with a heat load schedule, or calculated using heat transfer methods.

•

Agitator characteristics can be user specified.

•

Recirculation loops are permitted.

•

Dynamic rating of pressure relief valves can be modeled using the DIERS technology.

THE BATCH REACTOR (REACTION SIDE) MASS BALANCE
The batch reactor mass balance starts with the generic dynamic mass balance relation:
Rate of accumulation = rate in – rate out + rate of formation
where
rate of formation = reaction rate – rate of evaporation/condensation
For CC-ReACS, the individual component balances are expressed:

V⋅

dC i
dV
= ∑ Fin, j ⋅ C j,i − Fout ⋅ Ci + ∑ rn,i ⋅ V − Ci
dt
dt

where
V

=

Reaction mass volume

Ci

=

Concentration of component i

t

=

Time

Fin,j

=

The flow rate of feed j

Cj,i

=

The concentration of component i in feed j

Fout

=

The flow rate of the liquid draw stream

rn,i

=

The rate of reaction n in component i

Please note that:
1.

As stated above, the model permits one or two feeds, one liquid draw, and one vapor outlet or vent.
Recirculation loops around the reaction mass are also permitted.

2.

The reaction rates are calculated using the Arrhenius expression, the Langmuir-Hinshelwood
equation or a rate expression defined by the user. The Arrhenius and Langmuir-Hinshelwood
equations are given below. The methodology for user added rate expressions is provided in
Appendix II to this manual.

3.

The evaporation/condensation term is calculated using the phase equilibrium model selected by the
user. These models can handle a very wide range of applications including, vapor-liquid and liquidliquid equilibrium, electrolytes, ideal and non-ideal solutions.
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4.

When the DIERS analysis is included in the simulation, it participates fully in the mass balance. If
two-phase fluid is vented, the liquid as well as the vapor will be deducted from the reactor contents.
The composition of these is determined by the DIERS analysis itself.

5.

The vessel volume can have a number of influences on the mass balance. These are:
•

Vessel liquid overflow or underflow will terminate the simulation.

•

When pressure is fixed, vapor generation over the available vapor space will be vented.

•

Vessel volume will influence the pressure calculation, which in turn will influence the
evaporation/condensation term.

THE REACTION RATE EQUATIONS
CC-ReACS provides two standard forms for the rate expression. In addition, the user may define his/her
own reaction rate expression or algorithm.
The standard rate expressions are:
Arrhenius Equation
For a single reaction, the Arrhenius equation looks like this:

(

)

r = A ⋅ e −E/(RT) ⋅ ∏ Ciai
where
r

=

The rate of the reaction in moles per volume-time

A

=

The frequency factor

E

=

The activation energy

R

=

The gas law constant

T

=

The reaction temperature

Π

=

The multiplication operator

Ci

=

The concentration of species i

ai

=

The order of the reaction for species I
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Langmuir-Hinshelwood Equation
The Langmuir-Hinshelwood equation is the Arrhenius equation multiplied by an “adsorption resistance”
factor, F. The Langmuir-Hinshelwood equation is intended to model the impact of mass transfer
resistance associated with using a solid catalyst. Since this modification requires a lot of data to
determine the adsorption terms, it is not frequently used.

F =  1+ ∑ φ i ⋅ e − E i / (RT ) ⋅ C ib i 



−β

therefore

(

)(

)

r = A ⋅ e −E/ (RT ) ⋅ ∏ Cia i ⋅ 1+ ∑ φ i ⋅ e −E i / (RT ) ⋅ Cib i 



−β

where
φi

=

The adsorption frequency factor for species i

bi

=

The adsorption exponential factor for species i

β

=

The power factor for reaction adsorption sites

Multiple Reaction Systems
For multiple reaction systems, the total rate of reaction for a single component is:
nj
nj

− E /(RT)
a  
− E /(RT)
b 
ri = ∑  Ν i, j ⋅ Α j ⋅ e j
⋅ ∏ C kk, j  ⋅ 1 + ∑ φ k, j ⋅ e k, j
⋅ C k k, j 
k =1
j=1 
  k =1

nrx

where
ri

=

Rate of formation for component i, mole/volume-time

i

=

Subscript for component i

k

=

Subscript for reactant k

j

=

Subscript for reaction j

Ni,j

=

Stoichiometric coefficient for component i in reaction j

Aj

=

Frequency factor in reaction j

Ej

=

Activation energy in reaction j

R

=

Universal gas constant

T

=

Absolute temperature
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Ck

=

Concentration of reactant k, mole/volume or the partial pressure of
reactant k

ak,j

=

Exponential factor for reactant k in reaction j (Exp. reactor)

n

=

Number or reactants

nrx

=

Number or reaction

φk,j

=

Adsorption frequency factor for component k (Adsorp fac) in reaction j

Ek

=

Adsorption energy factor for component k (Adsorp E) in reaction j

βj

=

Power factor for adsorption sites term for reaction j (Beta factor)

Π

=

Multiplication operator

bk,j

=

Adsorption exponential factor for reactant k in reaction j ( Adsorp Exp)

This is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood form. When φk,j, bk,j, and/or βj are zero, this equation reduces to the
Arrhenius form.
The following should be noted about the standard reaction rate models:
1.

Reactions can take place only in the liquid phase.

2.

Where two liquid phases are present, they are treated as a single liquid phase when computing
reaction rates. The concentration terms are calculated as the overall concentrations of the
combined liquid phases. In addition, the amount of any given species, which is available for
consumption, is the total amount of that species present in the combined liquid phases.

3.

Unless otherwise specified, the order of reaction j in species i is assumed to be equal to the
stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j.

4.

Only reactant concentration terms can participate in the rate expression. Where this is
inconvenient, specify the non-reactant as a reactant with a stoichiometric coefficient less than the
calculation mass balance tolerance. Then specify the order at the desired value. For example, if A
goes to B in the presence of homogeneous catalyst, C, and the rate data indicates that the
concentration of C linearly influences the reaction rate, then:
a.

Specify the stoichiometry:

A + 10 −7 ⋅ C → B
b.

Specify the rate expression, e.g.j

r = A ⋅ e −E/RT ⋅ [A ] 1 [C] 1
User Added Rate Expressions:
If the user has rate expressions that are not in Arrhenius’s form, he/she can enter them into CC-ReACS.
The user rate expression setting allows the user enter a reaction expression, which is interpreted by
Microsoft Excel. The method for defining a user added rate expression or algorithm is provided in
Appendix II of this user’s guide.
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THE JACKET/COIL MASS BALANCES
The program uses the following assumptions and conventions when computing mass balances for
jackets and coils.
1.

Unless otherwise specified by the user, the jacket is initially empty.

2.

Liquid utilities fill the jacket from the bottom up. Once the jacket is full, the inlet and outlet flow rates
are equal.

3.

Vapor (compressible) utilities fill the jacket instantaneously. The temperature and pressure are
adjusted (via adiabatic flash) to match the fluid volume to the jacket volume.

4.

Each jacket or coil can have up to three utilities. Meaning, up to three inlet and outlet streams.

5.

Stream utilities are modeled as steam traps.

6.

Transition conditions, e.g. switching from stream to cooling water, are ignored. The switch is
assumed to be instantaneous at each stream. The program refills the jacket or coil.

THE REACTOR HEAT BALANCE
The dynamic heat balance of a reactor is written as:
Rate of accumulation

=

Feed enthalpies
-

Outlet stream enthalpies

+

Heat of reaction

-

Latent heat of evaporation/condensation

-

Heat transferred to/from the jackets and coils

-

Heat transferred to and from the atmosphere

These terms are described individually below:
1.

Inlet and outlet stream enthalpies
The feed enthalpies are inputs to the reactor model and are determined by the selected
thermodynamic routines and the UnitOp the feed came from (if any). The reaction simulation
determines outlet enthalpies.

2.

Heat of reaction
Unless specified by the user, CC-ReACS calculates the heat of reaction from the thermochemical
properties of the reactants and products:

∆ Hr = ∑ (∆ H f of products )T,P − ∑ (∆ H f of reactants )T,P
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where

∑ (∆ H f of products ) T,P is the sum of the heats of formation for the reaction products at the
system conditions.
and
∑ ( ∆ H f of reactants ) T,P is the sum of the heats of formation for the reaction reactants at
the conditions.
For liquid components:

∆ H f (T ) = ∆ H f, ig (25 ) +

Tb

T

∫25 Cp,g dT − ∆ Hv (Tb )− ∫Tb Cp,l dT

where

3.

Hf (T)

=

The heat of formation at the system temperature

Hf,ig (25)

=

The standard (ideal gas at 25• C) heat of formation of the component

Tb

=

Boiling point at component

Cp,g

=

The ideal gas heat capacity of the component

Hv (Tb+)

=

The latent heat of the component at its boiling point

Cp,l

=

The liquid heat capacity of the component

Thermal modes
The batch reactor model has the following thermal simulation modes:

4.

•

Isothermal – the required heat duty is calculated

•

Adiabatic – heat transfer to and from the reaction mass is assumed to be zero

•

Isothermal with temperature profile – a heat duty is calculated to conform to a user-specified
temperature profile

•

Adiabatic with specified heat duty – the heat duty to and from the reaction mass is assumed to
be equal to a constant user specified value

•

Adiabatic with heat duty profile – heat transfer to and from the reaction mass is taken from a
user-specified schedule

•

Heat transfer – heat transfer to and from the reaction mass is calculated using heat transfer
methods

•

Adiabatic with specified vapor rate and pressure – the heat duty is calculated

Heat loss to the ambient
If the user specifies the overall heat transfer coefficient, U; the available heat transfer area, A; and
the ambient temperature, Ta, the program will calculate a heat gain/loss using the expression:
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Q = U ⋅ A ⋅ (T – Ta)

Where T is the reaction mass temperature and Q is the heat transferred.
5.

Heat transfer to and from jackets and coils
Heat transferred to/from the reaction mass from/to jackets and coils is computed using heat transfer
methods whenever the “Specify jackets/coils” thermal mode is selected. Standard industry heat
transfer methods are used. These methods are described in a later section of this guide.

The following points should also be noted regarding the reactor side heat balance:
1.

If the DIERS relief option is included in the simulation, it will influence the heat balance like so:
•

The DIERS methodology affects the amount and composition of the material exiting the vapor
vent. The enthalpy of this material is included in the heat balance.

•

A DIERS analysis can involve the calculation of an emergency heat load such as that created
by a fire. This emergency heat load is included in the heat balance and is in addition to any
other heat duty specified or calculated elsewhere.

2.

The program does not calculate required agitator horsepower. However, if the user specifies the
agitator horsepower, it will be included in the heat balance.

3.

In order to activate the program’s heat transfer calculations, it is necessary to select the “Specify
jackets/coils” thermal mode. Selection of this mode is required if a PID control system is to be used
on the reactor. However, it is not necessary to set up a PID control system if this mode is selected.
It is possible to specify a fixed or scheduled utility flow to a jacket or coil.

THE JACKET/COIL HEAT BALANCES
Heat balances for jackets and coils are calculated:
Rate of accumulation =

Utility stream inlet enthalpies
-

Utility stream outlet enthalpies

+(-)

Heat transferred from/to the reaction mass

-(+)

Heat lost/gained to the ambient

These are explained below:
1.

Inlet and outlet stream enthalpies
The enthalpies of utility inlet streams are input to the jacket model and are determined by the
system thermodynamics and the UnitOp providing the utility stream (if any). Outlet stream
enthalpies are equal to the enthalpy of the fluid contained in the jacket.

2.

Heat transferred to/from the reaction mass
Heat transfer to and from the reaction mass is computed whenever the “control system” thermal
mode is selected. This calculation uses standard industrial methodologies.
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3.

Heat loss to the ambient
If the user specifies the overall heat transfer coefficient, U; the available heat transfer area, A; and
the ambient temperature, Ta; CC-ReACS will calculate a heat gain/loss from/to the ambient. The
following expression is used:
Q = U ⋅A ⋅ (T-Ta)

where
T is the jacket/coil temperature and Q is the heat transferred.
HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATION DETAILS
Figure 2.1 illustrates the local heat transfer model used by CC-ReACS.

OVERALL COEFFICIENTS OF HEAT TRANSFER

1/hp

Resistance due to the film of fluid
on the process side.

fp

Resistance due to the fouling of the
wall on the process side.
Resistance due to wall.

Xw/ kw

Resistance due to the fouling of the
wall on the utility side.

fu

Resistance due to the fluid film on
the utility side of the wall.

1/hu

Figure 2.1

Thermal resistances are summed to give the total resistance (1/U):
x
1
1
1
=
+ fp + w + fu +
kw
hu
U hp

where
U

=

The overall heat transfer coefficient

hp

=

The process (reaction) side heat transfer (film) coefficient

fp

=

The process side fouling factor
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Xw

=

The reactor vessel wall thickness

ƒu

=

The utility side fouling factor

kw

=

The thermal conductivity of the reactor wall

Globally, the heat transferred is calculated by solving the expression:
Q

U ⋅ A ⋅ LMTD

=

where
Q

=

The heat transferred

U

=

The overall heat transfer coefficient

A

=

The heat transfer area

LMTD

=

The log means temperature difference between the process and utility sides

The vessel wall thickness, thermal conductivity and the fouling factors are specified by the user.
The reaction mass temperature, Tr, and the jacket/coil temperature, Tj, are determined by the heat
balances. Since the heat balances on the reaction and utility sides are linked by the heat transfer
calculation, the determination of Tr and Tj is coupled.
This leaves the following variables requiring explanation:
•

The process side heat transfer coefficient, hp

•

The utility side heat transfer coefficient, hu

•

The heat transfer area

The process (reaction) side heat transfer coefficient
CC-ReACS will calculate a process side heat transfer coefficient at two locations; the reactor vessel wall,
and the outside surface of an internal coil that is immersed in the liquid reaction mass. The Seader-Tate
equation is used in both situations. This equation is:
µ
Nu = f ⋅ Re a ⋅ Pr b ⋅  w
 µ





c

where
Nu

=

Nusselt number

Re

=

Reynolds number

Pr

=

Prandtl number

µ

=

Bulk fluid viscosity

µw

=

Viscosity of the fluid at the reactor wall temperature
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The coefficients f, a, b, c are dependent on which agitator is used. The user must supply them if an
agitator other than the default agitator is to be modeled. A table of acceptable values for common
agitators is provided in the appendix.
Utility side heat transfer coefficients
Film coefficients for spiral baffled jackets, dimpled jackets, and half pipes are calculated using the
following methods:
For spiral baffling and dimple/half pipe external coils:

Re < 2100;

Re < 10,000;


D
Nu = 1.86 Re ⋅Pr ⋅  e
 2






0.33

 µ
Nu = 0.027 ⋅ Re 0.2 + Pr 0.33 ⋅ 
 µw






 µ

µ
 w

0.14






0.14


 De
1+ 0.35 

 Dc






2100<Re 10,000; ReACS uses the Colburn Analogy
where
Dc

=

The coil diameter

For unbaffled jackets, the Lehrer equation is used:





 0.03 Re 0.75
 µ
Pr
⋅
ann
Nu = 
 
 1.74 (Pr − 1)   µ w
 1+

Re 0.125
ann








0.14

where
Nu

=

Nusselt number

Re

=

Reynolds number

Pr

=

Prandtl number

µ

=

Viscosity

De

=

Equivalent diameter

w

=

Reactor wall

ann

=

Annulus of the jacket

The characteristic dimension in the Reynold’s and Nusselt numbers is the equivalent length, De. The
characteristic velocity in the Reynolds number is Uh. These are calculated below:
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8
De =  
3

0.5

(

⋅δ

)

Uh = Uann ⋅ Uo 1/2 + Ubuoy
where



Mmed
Uo = 

 q π d2 / 4
0



⋅(










)

The following applies for radial inlets:
Uann =

Mmed
q π dRo δ

Both free and forced convection occurs. The free convection is described by a “buoyancy rate” Ubuoy:

(

)

Ubuoy = 0.5 2 g hann β ∆ ϑ 1/2
If the inlets are tangential, the following equation applies
Uann =

Mmed
q hann δ

If the inlets are tangential, the only means of allowing for the buoyancy rate Ubuoy is vector addition. For
this reason, Ubuoy was ignored by Lehrer in the range of Reynolds numbers investigated.
where
Ubuoy = 0
For jackets with agitating nozzles the program uses the Pfaudler methods for heat transfer. These
methods are too lengthy for proper description here and the user is referred to the Pfaudler heat transfer
manual.
For internal coils the Seader-Tate equation is used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient.
Determination of the heat transfer area

Each jacket or coil has a heat transfer area dependant upon the level of fill in the reactor. The jacket
may cover the base and walls of the vessel, the base only or the wall only. The area for heat transfer is
calculated using:
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A=

(V − Vmin ) ⋅ (A
max − A min ) + A min
Vmax − Vmin

Where the maximum and minimum heat transfer areas Amax and Amin and the corresponding volumes
Vmax and Vmin are specified. If the level of fill exceeds Vmax then the area is limited to Amax. If the level of
fill falls below Vmin as in a vessel with a dished base, the area is linearized between Amin and zero.
For

V < Vmin A =

V
⋅ A min
Vmin

The variation of heat transfer area with level of fill is illustrated below.

Reactor capacity
Amax at Vmax

A at Vr

Amin at Vmin

The capacity of a jacket should be entered as the total volume of the jacket including any recirculation
loop. The model assumes the jacket is well mixed. For a recirculating system, the recirculation rate is
assumed to be sufficiently fast for the contents of the recirculation loop to be the same temperature as
the contents of the jacket.
THE PRESSURE CALCULATION

In the default condition, CC-ReACS calculates the pressure in the reactor. It does this by including a
constant volume flash in the equation set. The program holds the reactor volume constant and varies
the reactor pressure until the summation of the vapor volume and the liquid volume equal the reactor
volume. The user may turn this feature off by specifying the reactor pressure. In this case, the
summation of the vapor and liquid volumes will not necessarily equal the reactor volume, unless the user
specifies vapor draw to maintain pressure.
The following points should be noted regarding the pressure calculation:
1.

If the pressure is to be calculated, the flowrate of the vapor vent or outlet stream (if present), must
be specified. If not, the problem is under specified. However, this specification can be made
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explicitly by the user by scheduling the vapor flowrate, or it can be made implicitly using a PID
control system. An example of the latter would be a pressure control system where the vapor
flowrate is adjusted to maintain a described reactor pressure.
2.

Frequently, the initial charge specifications will produce volumes that do not match the vessel
volume. If the pressure is to be calculated, this can produce unwanted results unless certain
conventions are adopted to manage this situation. In CC-ReACS, the following conventions are
adopted:
a.

If the liquid present exceeds the reactor capacity, an error message is issued and the
simulation will not proceed.

b.

If the initial charge is subcooled, then the program will do an adiabatic flash to reset the
temperature and pressure to values which fill the vessel. A warning message will be issued.

c.

If the initial charge is two-phase at the specified temperature and pressure, and the sum of the
vapor and liquid volumes is not equal to the reactor volume, an error message will be issued. If
the user chooses to go ahead with the simulation, then the program proceeds as follows:
•

The vapor and liquid amounts and compositions are determined.

•

The available vapor space is determined by subtracting the liquid volume from the reactor
volume.
AVS

=

RV - LV

AVS

=

Available vapor space

RV

=

Reactor volume

LV

=

Liquid volume

where

•

The “excess” vapor is calculated below:
EV

=

VV – AVS

EV

=

Excess vapor

VV

=

Vapor volume of the initial charge

where

The excess vapor is therefore negative if the initial charge does not fill the reactor vessel.
•

The excess vapor is removed from the initial charge so that the vapor volume, VV, exactly
equals the available vapor space, AVS. If the excess volume is negative, this means
adding enough vapor (of the same composition as the initial vapor) to fill the available
vapor space.
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JACKET/COIL PRESSURE CALCULATION

CC-ReACS sets the jacket/coil pressure as follows:
1.

If the utility stream is a liquid (non-compressible), no pressure calculation is performed. The jacket
pressure is equal to the utility inlet pressure.

2.

If the utility stream is compressible, the pressure is recalculated to match the utility volume to the
jacket volume. Since utility vapor rates are generally many times greater than the jacket volume,
this requires that the jacket integration time step be several orders of magnitude smaller than the
flowsheet time step. This adjustment is handled automatically by the program.

3.

Stream utilities are modeled as steam traps.

DIERS CALCULATIONS

The CHEMCAD DIERS model is explained in detail in the on-line help system. No effort is made to
repeat that information here. The following points, however, are specific to CC-ReACS and should be
noted.
1.

Only the DIERS rating calculations can be performed in CC-ReACS. The size of the relief valve
and/or rupture disk must be specified. CC-ReACS will then calculate the amount, composition and
vapor quality of the material which passes through the vent. This material is then removed from the
heat and material balance.

2.

Only the vent inlet pressure is determined dynamically. The valve (disk) backpressure must be
specified by the user and is fixed throughout the simulation.

BATCH REACTOR INPUT

Input for the Batch Reactor requires completion of the following dialog boxes:
•

The Initial Charge dialog box

•

The General Information dialog box

•

The Rate Equation Units dialog box

•

The Reaction Kinetics dialog box

•

The T/Q Profile dialog box

•

The Reactor Specifications dialog box

•

The External Feed Schedule dialog box

•

The Product Draw Schedule dialog box

•

The Relief Device dialog box

•

The Set Screen Information dialog box
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It is not necessary (or even possible) that all of these dialog boxes be completed for every problem.
Obviously, you do not need to complete the Product draw dialog box if you are simulating a strictly
batch process. The bulk of the input is provided through the first four dialog boxes listed above. The
others are used as needed. CC-ReACS will not permit access to those dialog boxes that are not
relevant to the current simulation. The programs “access decisions” are made based upon specifications
made in the General Information dialog box.

THE BATCH REACTOR MENU

All of the above listed items are accessed through the Batch Reactor Menu, which appears whenever
you double-click on a batch reactor UnitOp on a flowsheet. To access a dialog box, you simply click on
the appropriate Batch Reactor Menu item. When the dialog box is closed, control will return to this
menu.

A field by field description of the input for each of these dialog boxes is provided below:

THE REACTOR INITIAL CHARGE DIALOG BOX

The Reactor Initial Charge dialog box has the same structure and format as a CHEMCAD stream
dialog box. Only the flow units are amounts instead of rates. This dialog box also follows the same input
conventions as a stream dialog box, therefore:
1.

The composition must always be specified. If it is specified as component amounts, then the total
amount is determined by CC-ReACS as the sum of the component amounts. If the composition is
specified as component fractions (mole, mass, or volume), then the total amount must be user
specified.

2.

If the specified component fractions do not sum to one the program will normalize them.
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3.

Two (but only two) of the thermodynamic properties, temperature and pressure, must be specified
by the user. Any combination is acceptable. From these two (plus the composition) the program
will initialize the charge (i.e., calculate the third plus enthalpy).

4.

A user specified vapor fraction of one (1.0) is taken to mean the dew point. A user specified vapor
fraction of zero (0.0) is taken to mean the bubble point.

5.

Enthalpy cannot be user specified.

Please refer to the CHEMCAD User’s Guide for a detailed description of how to complete stream dialog
boxes.

THE BATCH REACTOR GENERAL INFORMATION DIALOG BOX

The Batch Reactor General Information dialog box has three pages, which appear below:
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GENERAL INPUT
Number of reactions:

The batch reactor can accommodate any number of simultaneous reactions. For each of these
reactions, the stoichiometry and rate data must be given in the Reaction Kinetics dialog box.
Show plot during simulation:
You may turn the runtime plot on or off. If the runtime plot option is on, then the specific variable plotted
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is specified on the Set Screen Information dialog box. Multiple runtime plots can be specified using
the Record Streams and the Record Unit Operations options on the Dynamics Menu.
Specify reaction phase: liquid (default)
Mixed phase, reaction occurs in the liquid phase only.
If liquid is selected here, the program assumes that all constituents are in the liquid phase at all times. It
is therefore impossible to have a vapor vent with this option. It is impossible for the program to calculate
the reactor pressure when this option is selected. If the vapor-liquid equilibrium calculation indicates that
a vapor phase is present, CC-ReACS will issue a warning message, but will continue to calculate
concentrations as if everything were in the liquid phase.
If mixed phase is selected, then at each time step the program will determine the contents of the vapor
and liquid phases. Only the liquid phase constituents will be used in the concentration terms and only
liquid phase constituents will be available for reaction. Obviously, then the mixed phase option must be
selected if you want to have a vapor vent or calculate the reactor pressure during the simulation.
Kinetic rate expression:
The reaction rate can be calculated using the standard rate expressions (Arrhenius or LangmuirHinshelwood) or using a user added rate equation or method. The details of the Arrhenius equation and
the Langmuir-Hinshelwood equation are provided elsewhere in the body of this manual. Use of the user
added rate facility is described in Appendix II to this manual.
Specify Thermal mode:
The thermal mode defines the assumptions to be made about heat transfer during the simulation.
Options are:
1.

Isothermal (default)

2.

Adiabatic

3.

Specify heat duty

4.

Specify fixed time/temperature profile

5.

Specify jackets/coils

6.

Specify time/heat duty profile

7.

Specify vapor rate and P, calc heat duty
Mode 1:
Isothermal:
The batch reactor can be isothermal. For this option, the heat duty required to maintain this
temperature will not be calculated for the unit. This option assumes perfect reactor control and
therefore, calculations for heat transfer and temperature control are not made. Entries for these
functions are not permitted. The option requires entry of temperature.
Mode 2:
Adiabatic:
The batch reactor can also be adiabatic. For this option, CHEMCAD calculates the reaction
temperature for the batch reactor. As in the case of isothermal operation, the reactor control is not
relevant, and control and heat transfer calculations are not performed.
Mode 3:
Specified heat duty:
This option is a special form of the adiabatic mode. It requires an entry for heat duty. As in modes
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1 and 2, the reactor control system is not specified or used.
Mode 4:
Specify time/temperature profile:
The user may fix the temperature of the reaction mass at each time step by specifying the
temperature profile, that is, the temperature as a function of time. A heat duty will be calculated at
each time step. The temperature profile is provided on the T/Q profile dialog box, which is accessed
from the “Batch Reactor Menu”. The input for the T/Q profile is described in detail below.
Mode 5:
Specify jackets/coils:
Using this mode heat transfer calculations are made based upon the flow and conditions on the
jacket side (and/or coil side) and the reaction side of the reactor. Although it is not required that a
control system be employed when using this mode, if a control system is to be specified, this mode
(5) must be selected. This requires that the user input the specifications for the control system
calculations. This is done in other menus and equipment.
Mode 6:
Specify time/heat duty profile:
This option is similar to Mode 4 above, except that the heat duty/unit time is specified and the
temperature at each time step is calculated. Control is assumed to be perfect. The heat duty profile
is specified on the “T/Q Profile” dialog box (see below).
Mode 7:
Specify vapor rate and P/calculate heat:
The user may fix the pressure and a vapor draw schedule to have the program calculate the
required heat duty. A vapor outlet stream must be connected to the reactor for this heat mode. The
vapor draw scheduled may be specified in the Product Draw Schedule menu.
Reaction Temperature:
If mode 1 is selected, then a field will open for the specification of the reaction temperature.
Heat duty:
If mode 3 is selected, then a field will open for the specification of the heat duty. This is the amount of
heat to be added or subtracted to the reactions. Negative indicates cooling. Positive indicates heating.
Pressure:
If you want CC-ReACS to calculate the reactor pressure at each time step, leave this field blank. If you
do not want the program to calculate the reactor pressure at each time step (that is, you want to specify
a fixed pressure for the simulation), then enter the reactor operating pressure.
If pressure is specified:
•

For a single liquid phase reactor, all the thermal calculations, such as holdup density, holdup
volume, enthalpy, etc., will be calculated, but no flash calculation will be performed. If holdup
volume is greater than the reactor volume, the program will give an error message and stop the
simulation.

•

For a two-phase reactor, the program will use the given pressure and temperature to do the
flash calculations. The program will not check the holdup volume in this situation.

•

For adiabatic reactors, the same rules apply, except that the temperature must be determined
iteratively.

If pressure is not specified:
•

The program will take the temperature and reactor volume and do a flash until the right
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pressure is found. That is, the pressure at which the total volume is equal to the volume of
reactor.
•

If the user chooses a liquid phase reactor mode, the thermal calculations will not be pressure
sensitive. In this situation, the program will use the bubble point pressure in all calculations.
The program checks the holdup volume, gives error messages and stops the simulation if it is
greater than reactor volume.

SEMI-BATCH INPUT
IF EXTERNAL FEED STREAMS EXIST…
Up to two feed streams may be fed directly to the batch reactor. If feed streams to the reactor exist, then
the user must:
•

Draw an inlet stream to one of the top inlet positions on the batch reactor.

•

Enter the ID number of the feed stream in the Feed stream number field.

•

In the Feed1 (2) option fields, specify whether the feed schedule input is the instantaneous flow
rate or the cumulative feed flow rate.

IF LIQUID IS DRAWN FROM THE REACTOR…
Liquid product stream no.:
If a liquid product is to be drawn from the bottom of the reactor, the user must do the following:
•

Draw an outlet stream from the bottom position of the batch reactor icon.

•

Enter the ID number of the liquid draw stream in this field.

IF VAPOR IS DRAWN FROM THE REACTOR…
Vapor stream no.:
One vapor outlet stream is permitted on the reactor vessel.
flowsheet, and its ID number must be specified in this field.

That stream must be drawn on the

CONVERGENCE INPUT
Integration Method:
The program offers two methods for integrating the reaction equations:
•

Semi-implicit RK4 method: This is the fourth order, semi-implicit Runge-Kutta method. This
method is the more rigorous of the two methods, but it is slower computationally. For stiff
systems, that is systems where some variables move significantly faster than other variables, it
is necessary to use this method in order to get an accurate answer. Since most chemical
processes are stiff, this is the default.

•

Runge-Kutta 4: This is the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. It is an explicit method and is
therefore not suitable for stiff systems. If you have a system where all reactions proceed
slowly, this method can save you significant computation time.
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INTEGRATION PARAMETERS…
Step size:
This is the amount of simulated time between integrations. Since CC-REACS uses some form of the
Runge-Kutta method for all integrations, this step size is a starting point. It defines the largest step size
which can be used for integration. Input is required.
Tolerance:
This is the tolerance to be used by the Runge-Kutta method(s) for integration. This input is optional as
the program has a default.
CALCULATED RESULTS
Calculated results for important variables are summarized. Detailed data and plots of variables vs. time
may be prepared from the Results or Plot menus in CC-ReACS.
Reactor Temperature:
Reactor Temperature at the last calculated time step is displayed.
Reactor Pressure:
Reactor pressure at the last calculated time step is displayed.
Wall Temperature:
Reactor wall temperature at the last calculated time step is displayed.
Liquid Level:Liquid level in the reactor at the last calculated time step is displayed.
Overall Heat:
The overall heat transferred from the reactor is displayed. Negative represents heat removed, positive
represents heat added.
Heat Rate:
The heat duty of the reactor at the last calculated time step. Negative represents heat removed, positive
represents heat added.
Overall heat of reactions:
The cumulative heat of reaction for the reactor.
Reaction heat rate:
The heat of reaction at the last calculated time step.

RATE EQUATION UNITS DIALOG BOX
The purpose of the Rate Equation Units is to permit the user to specify different engineering units for
the rate equations that are being used in the flowsheet globally. This makes entry of Arrhenius and
Langmuir-Hinshelwood parameters easier. The entry fields are:
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Stoichiometrics/Equation Basis:
This option is used to specify whether the stoichiometry and rate equations have a mole or mass basis.
The available options are:
!

Use mole basis for stoichiometry and rate equation.

Default mode
!
Use mass basis for stoichiometry and rate equation.
This option is useful for biological reactions (stoichiometry becomes mass based), which are often
mass based. It is important to note that with the mass basis option, stoichiometry becomes mass
based.
Time units for rate equations:
0
hours
1

minutes

2

seconds

Volume units:
Volume units are used to specify concentration and reactor size. The volume units may be independent
of global volume units. Options are:
0

cubic feet

1

cubic meters

2

liters

3

cubic centimeters (cc)

Activation Energy and Heat of Reaction Units:
Activation energy units may be selected independently of global enthalpy units. Allowable options are:
0

Btu

1

kBtu

2

MMBtu

3

Joules

4

kJoules

5

MJoules

6

Cal

7

kCal

8

MCal

The energy units are based on mole units selected below.
Reference reaction temperature for heat of reaction:
This is the reference temperature for the heats of reaction. This value is given in the same temperature
0
0
units as are being used globally. If this field is left blank, a value of 77 F (25 C) is assumed.
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THE REACTION KINETICS DIALOG BOX
The Reaction Kinetics dialog box appears as follows:

This is a “reaction” dialog box and it permits the user to define the stoichiometry and the kinetic
relationship for a reaction. Simply fill in the blanks. The following rules apply:
1.

One of the dialog boxes must be completed for each reaction. CC-ReACS knows how many
reactions are present by reading the “No. Reaction” field from the batch reactor General
Information dialog box.

2.

CC-ReACS will display one Reaction Kinetics dialog box for each reaction specified in the
Number of Reactions field on the General Information dialog box. The user has three options to
edit reactions utilizing the option buttons at the bottom of the screen:
Edit next reaction: This is default option. Pressing OK when this option is selected will open
the reaction kinetics dialog box of the next reaction.
Edit specified rx: Pressing OK when this option is selected and a reaction number is input will
open the reaction kinetics dialog box of the specified reaction. This option allows scrolling
forward and backwards as well. Exit Reactions: Pressing OK when this option is selected will
stop the kinetics specification process. The main batch reactor menu will appear.

3.

If a standard rate equation is being used, then the program will return to the Batch Reactor Menu
when the user selects the Exit reactions option or after the last reaction dialog box is completed. If
a user defined rate expression is to be used, the program will go to the User Rate Expression
dialog box after the last reaction dialog box is closed or after selecting the Exit reactions option.
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After the User Rate Expression dialog box is closed, the program will return to the Batch Reactor
Menu.
The total rate of reaction for a single component in a simultaneous reaction can be calculated using one
of the "standard" rate equations (Arrhenius or Langmuir-Hinshelwood) or it can be calculated using a
user defined rate expression. The form of the Arrhenius and the Langmuir-Hinshelwood equations are
described below. Use of the user defined rate equation facility is described in the appendices.
The Arrhenius / Langmuir-Hinshelwood equations:
nrx 

nj
nj

a  
−E /(RT)
−E /(RT) bk, j 

ri =  Νi, j ⋅ Α j ⋅ e j
⋅ ∏ Ck k,j  ⋅ 1+ ∑ φk, j ⋅ e k,j
⋅ Ck 

  k =1

k =1
j =1
 


∑

−β j

Note:

Most users will not have a need for the adsorption terms contained in the
second brackets. Leaving out such data, the rate expression reverts to the
traditional stoichiometric reactant-concentration dependent form with
Arrhenius temperature dependence.

ri
i
k
j
Ni,j
Aj
Ej
R
T
Ck
ak,j
n
nrx

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Rate of formation for component i, mole/volume-time
Subscript for component I
Subscript for reactant k
Subscript for reaction j
Stoichiometric coefficient for component / in reaction j
Frequency factor in reaction j
Activation energy in reaction j
Universal gas constant
Absolute temperature
Concentration of reactant k, mole/volume or the partial pressure of reactant k
Exponential factor for reactant k in reaction j (Exp. reactor)
Number or reactants
Number or reaction

φk,j
Ek,j

=
=

Adsorption frequency factor for component k (Adsorp fac) in reaction j
Adsorption energy factor for component k (Adsorp E) in reaction j

βj

=

Power factor for adsorption sites term for reaction j (Beta factor)

Π

=
=

Multiplication operator
Adsorption exponential factor for reactant k in reaction j ( Adsorp Exp)

where

bk,j

The input fields for the Reaction Kinetics dialog box are described below:
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Frequency factor: This is variable Aj in the above equation. This is sometimes called the rate constant
(for isothermal reactions). The units of Aj depend upon the reaction order.
Activation energy: This is variable Ej in the above equation. It has units of energy/mole.
Beta: This is the adsorption exponent Bj in the above equation. It is dimensionless.
Heat of reaction: This is the heat of reaction at system temperature and pressure. The user may
specify the heat of reaction. If not, CC-ReACS will calculate it from the constituent heats of formation.
Whether input or calculated, a negative value indicates an exothermic reaction and a positive value
indicates an endothermic reaction.
FOR EACH COMPONENT PARTICIPATING IN THE REACTION SPECIFY:
Stoichiometric coefficient: This is the stoichiometric coefficient of this component. If this component is
a reactant, it should have a negative value. If a product, it should have a positive value.
Exponential factor: This is the component activity exponent term, akj, in the above equation. In other
words, this is the order of the reaction in this component. If left blank, then if this component is a
reactant, then the exponent; akj is set equal to the absolute value of the stoichiometric coefficient. If this
field is left blank and this component is not a reactant, the exponent, akj, is set equal to 0.0.
Adsorption factor: This is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood adsorption frequency factor, φkj, in the above rate
equation. If left blank, φkj is set equal to zero and no adsorption resistance for this component is included
in the rate expression.
Adsorption energy: This is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood adsorption activation energy, Ekj, used in the
above rate equation. If left blank then Ekj is set equal to 0.0.
Adsorption exponent: This is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood adsorption component exponent, bkj, in the
above rate equation. If left blank, bkj is set equal to 0.0.
Note: It should be noted at this point that if the user is going to specify his/her own rate
expression,when the user selects the Exit reactions option or the last Kinetic Data dialog box (there is
one for each reaction) is closed, then the User Rate Expressions dialog box will automatically open.
This procedure and how to specify user rate expressions is explained in Appendix II.

T/Q PROFILE DIALOG BOX
The purpose of the T/Q Profile dialog box is to enable the user to specify:
1.

A time/temperature profile if the "4 Specify time/temp. profile" thermal mode is selected on the
Batch Reactor General Information dialog box.

2.

A time/heat duty profile if the "6 Specify time/heat duty profile" thermal mode is selected on the
Batch Reactor General Information dialog box.

These two dialog boxes are shown below:
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The BREA Temperature Profile dialog box:

The BREA Heat Duty Profile dialog box:

The following rules apply when completing these screens:
1.

Time is always in hours (as indicated).

2.

Specified heat duty values are instantaneous values in the indicated engineering units.

3.

Values are interpolated (lively) between given points in time.

REACTOR SPECIFICATIONS DIALOG BOX
The purpose of the Reactor Specifications dialog box is to specify the geometry, properties for the
materials of construction, heat transfer parameters, and initial conditions for the reactor and any jackets
or coils which might be integral to it. The Reactor Specifications dialog box is flexible and dynamic in
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its’input collection. Therefore, the number of pages, which it uses will depend upon prior specifications
such as the thermal mode and the number of jackets and/or coils to be used. The dialog box pictures
shown below are therefore representative, but not necessarily comprehensive or even necessary. Page
one of the dialog box, the “General” page, is always displayed.
PAGE ONE – GEOMETRY INPUT

Reactor manufacturer:
The user may specify the reactor parameters or choose a commercial reactor from the CC-Reacs
reactor vessel library. To select from the library, the vessel manufacturer must first be selected.
Reactor type:
Select a reactor vessel from the displayed manufacturers list.
Reactor size:
For the selected reactor type, choose a commercially available size from the list displayed.
A list of reactor vessels contained in the library is given in Appendix III.
The fields for reactor volume, reactor diameter, wall thickness, wall density, wall cp, wall thermal
conductivity, base volume, and base area are automatically filled in if a vessel is selected from the
library. The input for and meaning of these fields is explained below.
Reactor volume:
Enter the total volume of the reactor vessel.
Reactor diameter:
Enter the Reactor diameter. The reactor diameter is used in conjunction with the reactor volume to
calculate the following values:
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•

Reactor liquid level

•

Heat transfer area

•

Inside film heat transfer coefficient

Wall thickness:
Enter the thickness of the vessel wall. This value is used in determining the heat transfer resistance of
the wall and the thermal mass of the reactor vessel.
Wall density:
Enter the density of the reactor vessel wall material. This value is used in determining the thermal mass.
Wall Cp:
Enter the heat capacity of the reactor vessel material. This value is used in determining the thermal
mass of the reactor vessel.
Wall Thermal Conductivity:
Enter the thermal conductivity of the reactor vessel wall material. This value is used in determining the
heat transfer resistance of the reactor wall.
Wall volume
Enter the wall volume. This value is used in determining the heat transfer resistance of the wall and the
thermal mass of the reactor vessel.
Base volume:
The base volume is the volume of material in the base of the reactor, that is, below the straight side of
the reactor. This value is used in determining heat transfer and liquid levels.
Base Area:
Enter the area of the base of the reactor.
Other optional inputs are:
Initial wall temperature: Enter the initial vessel wall temperature if desired. The default is the initial
charge temperature.
# of jackets and coils: Enter the number of jackets and coils (sum of both). This specification will
cause the program to open one additional input page for each jacket or coil.
Optional for semibatch – Holdup: Enter the holdup for semi-batch operations. If the liquid volume is
greater than this amount, then the excess will go out the bottom stream from the reactor.
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PAGE TWO – PROCESS SIDE

Specify process side heat transfer coefficient:
As discussed above, heat transfer from the reactor is calculated as follows:
Q = U⋅ A ⋅ ∆ T

U=

1
xw
1
1
+ fi +
+f +
hi
k w o ho

where
Q

=

Heat transfer

A

=

Heat transfer area

∆T

=

Temperature of the reaction mass minus bulk temperature of the jacket fluid

hi

=

The film heat transfer coefficient at the inside of the reactor wall

fi

=

The fouling resistance at the inside of the reactor wall

xw

=

Reactor wall thickness

kw

=

Reactor wall thermal conductivity

fo

=

The fouling resistance on the outside (jacket side) of the reactor wall

ho

=

The film heat transfer coefficient at the outside (jacket side) of the reactor wall
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hi may be specified by the user if desired, but in the default condition, it is calculated by the program
using the Seader-Tate equation. Xw and kw are always specified although kw has a default value of 0.3
0
Btu/hr-ft F (carbon steel).
Reactor /Jacket hi-j:
This is the reactor side film coefficient (hi above) for heat transferred from the reaction mass to a jacket
or outside coil fluid. If the user makes an entry here, the value entered will be used to calculate U and
CC-ReACS will not calculate hi-j. If this field is left blank, CC-ReACS will calculate hi-j.
Reactor /Coil hi-c:
This is the reactor side film coefficient (hi above) for heat transferred from the reaction mass to an inside
coil fluid. If the user makes an entry here, the value entered will be used to calculate U and CC-ReACS
will not calculate hi-c. If this field is left blank, CC-ReACS will calculate hi-c.
Reactor fouling (reactor side):
This value must be input by the user because the default fouling resistance is 0.
IF hi-j AND hi-c IS NOT INPUT, ENTER THESE FIELDS:
Impeller/Anchor agitator:
Identify general agitator type.
Impeller diameter:
If the values of hi-j and/or hi-c are to be calculated by the program, data on the impeller/agitator will be
required. The impeller diameter is used in determining the Reynold’s Number at the wall. This in turn is
used when calculating the film coefficient.
Impeller speed (Hz):
Enter the speed of the impeller. As explained above in “Impeller diameter” this is needed to calculate the
reactor side film coefficient.
Motor power:
Enter the motor power if known. This value is optional but will be included in the heat balance if
provided.
Min. volume impeller:/Min. volume anchor: If a reactor vessel is selected from the database, values
are displayed in these fields. These values however are not used in any calculations.
Ambient Heat Loss: Coefficients U and A.
If the user enters a U_loss (overall heat transfer coefficient from the reactor to the atmosphere) and
A_loss (heat transfer area for the loss to the atmosphere) (below), then CC-ReACS will calculate a heat
loss from the reactor to the environment and include this in the heat balance.
Ambient temperature:
Enter the ambient temperature for the heat loss calculation (Q = U_loss ⋅ A_loss ⋅ ∆T). The default is
0
70 F.
Seider-Tate correlation: The Seider-Tate correlation is used to calculate the heat transfer film
coefficient at the reactor wall (in the case of jackets or external coils) or on the process side of an
internal coil. Coefficients a, b, c and f must be supplied for the calculation.
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FOR JACKETS AND EXTERNAL COILS: The Seider-Tate equation for the reactor side film heat transfer
coefficient at the reactor wall is:
 µ
Nu = f ⋅Rera ⋅Pr b ⋅ 
 µw






c

a, b, c and f are a function of which agitator is used. (See above.) Therefore, to calculate hi-j, these
fields must have entries. The defaults values are, a = 0.66, b = 033, c = 0.14, and f = 0.36.
FOR INTERNAL COILS: The Seider-Tate equation for hi-c is exactly the same as for hi-j (See above,
but the parameters a, b, c, and f are different.) These parameters are a function of which impeller is
used.
PAGE(S) THREE, FOUR, … - JACKET/COILS SPECIFICATIONS DIALOG BOX
The purpose of this page is to allow the user to specify the relevant geometry and heat transfer
parameters for jackets and coils. Since a given vessel may have more than one jacket and/or coil, one
dialog box will appear for each jacket or coil.
The Jacket/Coils page appears as below:

Jackets are assumed to be well mixed. A jacket may cover the base and walls of the vessel, or just a
part of the wall. An external coil is considered to be a type of jacket. Coils are modeled as a series of
well mixed sections in which liquid flows from the bottom upwards. Jackets and external coils are
attached to the external wall of the reactor. Internal coils are in direct contact with the reaction mass.
Each coil is modeled as a series of well mixed sections.
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Jacket/Coil type:
This drop-down dialog box is used to identify the Jacket/Coil type. The available choices are Internal
coil, Dimpled/Half Pipe/External coil, Unbaffled Jacket, or Jackets with agitating nozzles. This
specification tells CHEMCAD which heat transfer equations to use on both the reactor and service side.
Each Jacket/Coil type requires specific geometric information to be input by the user.
Internal Coil:

Coil total volume, Coil height, Coil diameter and Coil tube
diameter.

Dimpled/Half Pipe/External coil:

Jacket total volume, Jacket height, Flow area and Wetted
perimeter.

Unbaffled Jacket:

Jacket total volume, Jacket height, Jacket annulus and Inlet
diameter.

Agitating Nozzle

Jacket total volume, jacket height, Jacket annulus, circulating
nozzle diameter, number of inlet nozzles, nozzle type.

All jackets and external coils on the reactor have a common wall with the reactor and therefore share the
same film heat transfer coefficient inside the reactor. Internal coils are not in contact with the reactor
wall and individual heat transfer correlation may be specified for each internal coil.
Heat Transfer area:
Each jacket has a heat transfer area dependent upon the level of fill in the reactor. The jacket may cover
the base and walls of the vessel, the base only or the wall only. The user must specify the minimum and
maximum heat transfer areas and the minimum and maximum reactor volumes that correspond to these
areas for each Jacket/Coil specification.
The area for heat transfer is calculated using:

A=

(V − Vmin ) ⋅ (A − A ) + A
(Vmax − Vmin ) max min min

Where the maximum and minimum heat transfer areas Amax and Amin and the corresponding volumes
Vmax and Vmin are specified. If the level of fill exceeds Vmax then the area is limited to Amax. If the level of
fill falls below Vmin as in a vessel with a dished base, the area is linearized between Amin and zero.

for V < Vmin A =

V
⋅ A min
Vmin

Utility Stream definition:
Each jacket or coil may have up to three service fluids passing through it. These service jacket/coil side
fluids each originate in a flowsheet stream called the originating (orig.) utility stream (referred to the data
entry screen) as the “Origin of utility stream n” (where n is 1, 2 or 3). Normally, this stream will go into a
control valve and emerge with a new stream number. This stream then enters a PID controller UnitOp
and emerges with yet another stream number. More complex arrangements are also common and
permitted. Eventually, the utility fluid enters the jacket/coil via a stream going directly into the jacket/coil
which is called the utility inlet stream. On the data entry screen, this is called the “Utility stream n”
(where n is 1, 2 or 3).
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Jacket side heat transfer coefficient (optional):
CC-ReACS will calculate the service side film heat transfer coefficient unless the user overrides the
program by specifying his/her own. Any combination of specified and calculated film coefficients is
allowed so whenever a field is left blank, CC-ReACS will calculate the coefficient.
Jacket/Coil fouling:
Jacket/coil fouling resistance.
Initial Conditions:
The user has the option to define the initial pressure, the initial temperature, and/or the initial liquid
fraction in the jacket or coil. If any of these fields are left blank, the following defaults are used:
i. The pressure of the first utility stream to enter the jacket/coil;
ii. The temperature of the first utility stream to enter the jacket/coil;
iii. The initial liquid fraction is taken to be 0.0 if the first utility is a gas and 1.0 if the first utility is a liquid.
For jacket heat loss to ambient (optional):
If entries are made in these fields, then CC-ReACS will calculate the heat loss from the jacket fluid to the
atmosphere using the following equation:

(

Q _ Loss = U_loss ⋅ A_loss ⋅ Tj,b − Ta

)

where
Tj,b

=

Jacket bulk fluid temperature

Ta

=

The ambient temperature entered on the “Reactor Specifications” screen.
0
Default = 70 F.

EXTERNAL FEED SCHEDULE DIALOG BOX
If there is a feed to the reactor, as there is in semi-batch operation, then the feed rate and timing must be
either calculated by the control system, or scheduled by the user. The External Feed Schedule dialog
box is for the purpose of providing feed schedules. It will not open unless the presence of a feed stream
is indicated on the General Information dialog box. The composition and thermodynamic condition (as
well as an initial flowrate) must be entered in the external feed stream.
It is possible to have multiple feeds, so one feed schedule dialog box per feed will appear.
An alternative way of scheduling a reactor feed is to use a ramp controller.
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Feed Rate Unit:
Regardless of how the originating feed stream is specified, the feed schedule may be in mole, mass, or
volume units. The global engineering units system is used.
Enter the time (from time 0, not duration) and the feed rate at that time for each set of fields. Do this as
often as desired. CC-ReACS will interpolate between adjacent points to determine the flowrate at each
time step. This means that the starting and ending times of step functions must be specified, but only
the times of changes must be entered for ramp functions.

PRODUCT DRAW SCHEDULE DIALOG BOX
If a vapor or liquid stream is taken from the reactor, the user may want to schedule the flow through
these draw streams. If so, then the Product Draw Schedule data entry screen must be completed. It is
shown below and operates exactly the same way as the “External Feed Schedule” data entry screen
described above.
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SETTING UP SCHEDULES AND PROFILES IN CC-REACS
The Batch Reactor UnitOp enables the user to schedule certain variables. By scheduling a variable,
we mean that even though the variable is non-constant, we are going to fix its value at each point in
time. A typical example would be a reactor feed, which is shut off three hours into the batch run.
Variables may be scheduled as stepped (constant over a specified period of time) or as ramped (varying
linearly over a specified period of time).
The following variables may be scheduled from within the batch reactor UnitOp:
1.

Reactor operating temperature

2.

Reactor heat duty

3.

Reactor feeds

4.

Reactor liquid draws

5.

Reactor vapor draws

Since the input procedure for all of these is similar, they are all described together even though they
appear in different orders on the Batch Reactor Menu. First a general description of the CHEMCAD
scheduling conventions is given, then input information specific to each variable is discussed.
SCHEDULING INPUT CONVENTIONS AND PROCEDURES
1.

The Schedule Parameters dialog boxes have a Flow rate units list that enables the user to
specify the units of a feed or draw stream. The available options are mole, mass, volume, maintain
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holdup (for liquid draws only) and draw to keep pressure constant (for vapor draws only). The
engineering units used are the same as the global flowsheet units.
2.

The Schedule/Profile dialog boxes each have a list of “time” fields and “variable”. The units for
the time and the variable will be consistent with the global engineering units and are displayed on
this form.
The scheduling conventions used by the Schedule/Profile dialog box are as follows:
a.

The variable value is zero until the time of the first point entered on the schedule.

b.

Between schedule points a linear interpolation of the variable is always performed.

c.

Therefore, if the following points are entered on a schedule;
Time, hr.

Variable Value

1

100

3

50

Then at time equals two hours, the variable equals 75.
Likewise, if the following points are entered on a schedule;
Time, hr.

Variable Value

1

100

3

100

3

50

Then, at time equals 2 hours, the variable value is 100. In addition, from time equals more than
3 hours to the end of the simulated batch run, the variable value will be 50. With 3 hours, the
variable value is 100.
SPECIAL POINTS REGARDING INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE/PROFILE VARIABLE
1.

2.

The Temperature Profile parameters dialog box
•

To access this dialog box, the thermal mode on the General Information dialog box must be
set to “4 Specify time/temp. profile.”

•

The temperature units used will always be the global engineering units for temperature.

The Heat Duty Profile Parameters dialog box
•

To access this dialog box, the thermal mode on the General Information dialog box must be
set to “6 Specify time/heat duty profile”.

•

The heat units used will always be the global engineering units for energy.
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The External Feed Schedule Parameters dialog box
•

To access this dialog box, the flowsheet must have streams going to the process feed inlet
points on the batch reactor UnitOp icon.

•

The feed flowrate engineering units will be consistent with the global engineering units used for
the mole/mass, but will reflect the Feed rate unit’s section. For example, if lb.-moles have
been selected for the global mole/mass engineering units, but the user has selected mass units
for the feed schedule, then lbs./unit time will be the units used when specifying the schedule.

•

It is not necessary to schedule constant feed. Like any other stream in the flowsheet, a feed
stream must be completely specified. Therefore, it will have a flowrate of it’s own and this
flowrate will be used if no feed schedule is given.

•

If the feed stream flowrate and the scheduled feed flowrate are not consistent, the schedule
governs.

The Liquid Draw Schedule Parameters dialog box
•

To access the Liquid Draw Parameters dialog box, there must be a process liquid stream
coming from the batch reactor icon on the flowsheet.

•

The liquid draw flowrate engineering units will be consistent with the global engineering units
used for the mole/mass (see EngUnits/Current Units), but will reflect the Draw Rate Units
selection. For example, if lb.-moles have been selected for the global mole/mass engineering
units, but the user has selected mass units for the draw schedule, then lbs./unit time will be the
units used when specifying the schedule.

•

Liquid draws must always be specified on the Liquid Draw Schedule dialog box.

The Vapor Draw Schedule Parameters dialog box
•

To access the Vapor Draw Schedule Parameters dialog box there must be a process vapor
stream coming from the batch reactor icon on the flowsheet.

•

The vapor draw flowrate engineering units used will be consistent with the global
units for the mole/mass (see EngUnits/Current Units), but will reflect the Draw
selection. For instance, if lb.-moles have been selected for the global mole/mass
units, but the user has selected mass units for the draw schedule, then lbs./unit
units used when specifying the schedule.

•

In order to be able to schedule a vapor draw, you must have a vapor vent (outlet). To have a
vapor vent, you must have vapor. And in order to have CC-ReACS calculate vapor generation,
the Reaction Mixture Phase Option on the General Information dialog box must be set to
VL two phase, liquid phase reaction.

•

If the vapor draw is scheduled, then the Pressure on the General Information dialog box
must be input. A specified vapor draw means that the vapor generated may not equal the
vapor withdrawn. In such a situation, the pressure inside the reactor vessel will fluctuate unless
thermal mode 7 (Specify vapor rate and P,calc duty) is selected, then the pressure will remain
constant as specified.
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•

It is not necessary to schedule a vapor draw. If the reactor vessel pressure is fixed by the user,
then the Draw Rate Units option on the Vapor Draw Schedule Parameters dialog box must
be set to Draw to keep P constant. In this case, the pressure will be fixed and at each time
step and the program will flash the contents of the reactor to determine the amount of vapor
and liquid present. Any vapor in excess of the calculated available vapor space will exit through
the vapor vent.

RELIEF DIALOG BOX

The Batch Reactor Relief dialog box enables the user to include the DIERS calculations into the batch
reactor simulation. If this dialog box is completed, the DIERS calculations will be performed.
The DIERS calculations change the way the vapor vent is modeled. It has the following implications for
the batch reactor simulation:
1.

When the DIERS analysis is included in the simulation, the fluid entering the vapor vent may be all
vapor or it may be two-phase (vapor-liquid). The composition of the two phases are computed and
the resulting two-phase vent fluid is subtracted from the material in the reactor. The impact of this
vent loss is completely accounted for in the heat and material balance.

2.

The CC-ReACS implementation of the DIERS technology requires that the vapor vent (safety relief
valve or rupture disk or both) be fully specified. Then during the simulation, the amount of fluid
which will pass through the vent under the prevailing conditions will be computed. Only this amount
is allowed to exit the vessel.

3.

No fluid will exit through the vent unless vapor is generated. This requires that the Reaction
Mixture phase option on the General Information dialog box must be set to VL two phase,
liquid phase reaction.
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Since:
a.

The vent restricts the amount of material which can exit the vessel; and

b.

Vapor may be generated continuously; and

c.

The conditions in the reactor may be changing drastically during the simulation; and

d.

The volume of vapor generated may not equal the volume of fluid exiting the vessel.

The pressure in the reactor must be variable. In order to permit this in CC-ReACS, the Pressure option
on the General Information dialog box must be left blank.
The DIERS technology and its required input are described elsewhere in this manual and attempt is
made to reproduce that explanation here.

BATCH REACTOR RUN TIME PLOT OPTIONS DIALOG BOX
The user may select which plots he/she wants to be displayed during the simulation. For instance, the
reactor bulk temperature can be plotted on a function of time. These "runtime plots" can be selected at
two levels: (1.) from within a unit operation dialog box; or, (2.) from the Plot menu. Multiple runtime plots
can be displayed during the simulation, but only one per unit operation can be selected from a UnitOp
dialog box. The rest must be selected from the Plot menu. Up to six runtime plots can be displayed at a
time.
Clicking on the Set screen information button on the Batch Reactor Menu will display the Batch
Reactor Run Time Plot Options dialog box, like so:

This dialog box will allow you to specify the contents of one of the runtime plot windows displayed.
Time unit:
The time axis of a dynamic plot may be displayed in hours, minutes, or seconds. The user chooses
here.
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Plot Y scale:
The Ymin and Ymax fields will limit the range of the plot when they are entered.
Composition:
This window provides a list of component values to be plotted. These include mole fraction, mass
fraction, volume fraction, rate of formation, etc.
Enter the components to be plotted:
If a property was selected in the composition window above, then the user must identify which
components are to be displayed. These components are identified by position in the stream list. Up to
20 components are allowed. Each component may have its values exaggerated or dampened for
display by entering a scaling factor. The default is 1.0 (no exaggeration/dampening).
Other Plots:
The user may also plot any of the items listed on the right hand side of the screen by checking the box
next to the desired field.Variable plots may be combined as desired, but it is desirable that units be kept
consistent.

THE PID CONTROLLER/CONTROL VALVE MODEL
Because the PID Controller and the valve(s) it controls (Control Valve) always work together, they have
been described together in this one section. This makes the overall logic of the control system easier to
understand. If it were not for the need to model cascade control/ systems (where master controllers
control slave controllers), the PID Controller UnitOp and the Control Valve UnitOp could be combined
into a single module.
The standard control system (not cascade) consists of three conceptual parts; The sensor, the PID
Controller, and the Control Valve (and its actuator).
The actions of this system are:
1.

The sensor monitors or measures the set point variable and converts its measurement into an
electrical (milliamp) signal, which it transmits to the PID controller.

2.

The PID Controller uses this signal to compute an error. The error is the difference between the set
point milliamp equivalent and the electrical signal coming from the sensor. The PID Controller then
uses this error to generate a controller signal, also in milliamps, which controls the valve.

3.

The control valve actuator uses the controller signal to open and close the valve. The amount of the
valve movement is a function of the amplitude of the PID control signal. As the valve opens and
closes, the flow rate through it changes.

Computationally, this system proceeds as follows:
1.

Determine the actual value of the set point variable.
temperature in degrees F.

2.

Calculate the sensor function (signal) in milliamps.

3.

Calculate the error from the set point and the sensor signal.

4.

Using the error compute the PID Controller output (signal) in milliamps.
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5.

Using the PID Controller signal, calculate the new valve position (present open or shut).

6.

Based on the valve position, calculate the flow through the valve.

This is a how CC-ReACS models a PID Control system.
This process must be repeated many times per time step to accurately represent the action of real
systems.
The details of these steps are described below.
DETERMINE THE MEASURED VALUES OF THE SET POINT VARIABLE
Set point variables are the quantities that you want to hold at a specified value through manipulation of
the control system. They are what you want to control. For instance, if you want to keep the reactor
pressure as close to a desired value as possible by adjusting its vapor draw rate, the reactor pressure is
your set point variable. The program calculates the current value of a set point variable.
CC-ReACS will allow almost any parameter in the flowsheet to be a set point variable. The user
identifies this variable and specifies its set point value when he/she enters the input for the PID
Controller UnitOp. During the simulation, its current value is continuously read.
CALCULATE THE SENSOR OUTPUT SIGNAL
The sensor output function is:
S = A + B ⋅ X + C⋅ X2
where
S is the sensor output signal in milliamps. A, B, C are coefficients of the function, x is the
current value of the measured (set point) variable in flowsheet engineering units.
The coefficients A, B, and C are calculated by the program from the maximum and minimum input and
output of the sensor. This calculation is made below:
1.

The user must specify the following items:
a.

Whether the sensor function is linear or quadratic.

b.

The maximum and minimum sensor output signal (in milliamps). Default values are 20 and 4
milliamps.

c.

The values of the measured variable at the sensor maximum and minimum output signal.
Described in another way:
•

The “maximum” value of the measured variable generates the maximum sensor output
signal. If the measured variable rises above this “maximum”, the sensor output remains at
the same upper boundary value.
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The “minimum” value of the measured variable generates the minimum sensor output
signal. If the measured variable falls below this “minimum”, the sensor output remains at
the same lower boundary value.

2.

If the sensor function is to be linear, the coefficients A and B are determined from the specified
maximums and minimums.

3.

If the sensor function is to be quadratic, then the coefficients B and C are computed from the
specified maximums and minimum.

THE PID CONTROL FUNCTION
The PID control function is:

Pout = P + I + D + P0
where
Pout

=

P=

Controller output signal in milliamps

100
⋅ error = proportion al action
PB

 1
⋅   ⋅ (error ) dt = integral action
 Ti 
100
d(error )
D =
⋅ Td ⋅
= derivative action
PB
dt

I=

100
PB

∫

and
P0

=

Controller signal at steady state

PB

=

Proportional band

Ti

=

Integral time constant in minutes

Td

=

Derivative time constant in minutes

error

=

Current controller input - the controller input at steady state

At the user’s option, the error may be defined in one of two ways:
Error

=

X - Xset

Error

=

Xset - X

X

=

Controller input (in milliamps) at the current value of the measured variable.

Xset

=

Controller input (in milliamps) at the set point value of the measured variable.

or

where
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Equation (1) above should be used when the function being controlled is for cooling, pressure control or
level control.
Equation (2) above should be used when the function being controlled is for heating or flow rate control.
These are guidelines. The general rule is as follows. The user should select the error function which
ensures that the control variable will move toward the set point if an error exists. For instance, if the
service being controlled is steam flow rate to the jacket and the set point is the reactor temperature, the
function Error = X set - X should be selected. This is true because when the reactor temperature is
below the set point, the error will be positive and the steam valve will open. If in the same situation, Error
= X - Xset was chosen, the error would be negative and the steam valve would close, thus moving away
from our target, not closer to it.
P0 is the value of the controller signal (in milliamps) at the steady state. If this field is left blank, P0 will be
calculated by the program based upon the initial state of the process.
The steady state output term allows the controller to function linearly on either side of the set point.
Setting P0 = 0 starts the system with the valve closed and the controller will open the valve slowly in
response to the error signal.
THE VALVE POSITION EQUATION
The valve position is determined using the following equation:

 dU 
Tv 
 + U = A v ⋅P + B v
 dt 
where
Tv

=

The valve time constant (default = 0)

U

=

The valve position (in fractions)

P

=

The PID Controller output signal in milliamps

Av,Bv

=

The valve constants (Defaults are Av = 0.0625 and Bv = -0.25)

The user specifies Tv. The default is Tv = 0.
The program uses the following information to calculate Av and Bv:
•

The value of Tv

•

The value of the PID controller signal when the valve is completely closed (the "minimum" PID
Controller signal)

•

The value of the PID Controller signal when the valve is fully opens (the “maximum” PID Control
signal).

For example, typical maximum and minimum PID Control signals are 20 milliamps (valve fully open) and 4
milliamps (valve fully closed) respectively. If Tv is zero (the default condition), then:
At

U = 1.0g

1.0 = Av ⋅ (20) + Bv
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At

U = 0.0g

0.0 = Av ⋅ (4) + Bv
Av = 0.0625 and Bv = -0.25

These are the defaults.
If, however, Pmax = 110, Pmin = 10 and we keep Tv = 0, then:
At

U = 1.0,

1.0 = Av ⋅ (110) + Bv

At

U = 0.0,

0.0 = Av ⋅ (10) + Bv
Av = 0.01 and Bv = -0.10

THE CONTROL VALVE FLOWRATE CALCULATION

The valve position is related to the valve flow rate by the following equations:
For Subcritical Non-Compressible Flow:

Linear Valves : Flow = 500 ⋅

U 
1
⋅ 1 −  ⋅ C v ⋅ SG f ⋅ ∆P
100 
R

 U

− 1

100

 ⋅ C ⋅ SG ⋅ ∆P
Equal Percentage Valves : Flow = 500 ⋅ R
v
f

where
R

=

Rangeability (ratio of maximum to minimum controllable flow)

Cv

=

Valve flow coefficient

SGf

=

Specific gravity of flowing fluid

∆P

=

Pressure drop across the valve

For Subcritical Compressible Flow:
Linear Valves : Flow = 3.22 ⋅

U  1
⋅ 1−
⋅ C v ⋅ (∆P (P1 + P2 ) SG f )0.5
100  R 
 U

−1 

 ⋅ C ⋅ (∆P (P + P ) SG )0.5
v
1 2
f

Equal Percentage Valves : Flow = 3.22 ⋅ R  100

where
P1 and P2 =

Upstream and downstream pressure, respectively

For Critical Non-Compressible Flow:
 SG f
Flow = 500 ⋅ C v ⋅ C f 
 ∆Ps
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where
Cf

=

Critical flow factor, usually supplied by the user; default = 0.98

P
∆Ps =P1 − 0.96 − 0.28  v

 Pc







0.5 

P
 v


Pv

=

Vapor pressure of liquid at flowing temperature

Pc

=

Thermodynamic critical pressure of fluid

For Critical Compressible Flow:

Flow = 2.8 ⋅ C v ⋅ C f ⋅ Pl ⋅ SG0.5
f
The above describes the typical set up for a PID Control system in CC-ReACS. There are certain
important variations and expressions of the PID control system, which should be noted:
1.

CASCADE CONTROL SYSTEMS

In a cascade control system, the valve is controlled by a slave controller which is in turn controlled by
a master controller. In this setup, there are two set point variables, one for each controller. The
master controller influences the behavior of the slave by changing its set point value. This changes
the magnitude (and sometimes the sign) of the error. This effect “cascades” to the control valve.
This system is illustrated in the figure below:
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Master Sensor Signal

Sm
PIDm

Adjusts set point

Measured Variable
(Set point variable
Number 1)

Slows sensor signal

PIDs
Ss

Adjust valve position
Measured Variable
(Set point variable
Number 2)

Control Valve

Figure 1
CASCADE CONTROL SYSTEM

The sequence is:
a.

The master sensor, Sm, reads the current value of measured variable number one (the “master”
measured variable) and generate a signal to the master PID Controller, PIDm.

b.

The master controller uses this signal to compute the error and a controller output signal. This
signal will be in milliamps and will be between the maximum and minimum allowable controller
output signals.

c.

The slave controller, PIDs, will use the signal from PIDm to determine what its new set point
should be. This is done by interpolating:
P − Pmin
S − Smin
=
Pmax − Pmin Smax − Smin
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where
P

2.

=

The current signal from PIDm

Pmax =

The maximum signal from PIDm

Pmin

=

The minimum signal from PIDm

S

=

The new set point value of measured variable No. 2

Sma

=

The maximum set point value of measured variable No. 2

Smin

=

The minimum set point value of measured variable No. 2

d.

The slave controller then generates a new PID controller signal to the control valve.

e.

The control valve adjusts its position and therefore the flow through the valve.

SPLIT RANGE CONTROLLERS

Split range controllers are PID Controllers that control two valves over two mutually exclusive ranges.
To illustrate, consider the following batch reactor and its control system.

Temperature transmitter
TT
V-3
FS

Steam
V-1

TM

TSET
Cooling
water
outltet

Temperature
controller
Temperature
sensor

V-2

T
V
CA
CB

V-4

Set point
generator

FW

Cooling water
inlet

Steam Outlet

Steam is initially fed into the jacket to heat up the system to temperatures at which the consecutive
reactions begin. Then cooling water must be used in the jacket to remove the exothermic heats of the
reactions.
The output signal of the temperature controller goes to two split-ranged valves, a steam and a water
valve. The valves will be adjusted so that the stream valve is wide open when the controller output signal,
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P, equals 20 milliamps and is closed at P = 12 milliamps (i.e., half the full range of the controller output).
The water valve will be closed at P = 12 milliamps and wide open at P = 4 milliamps. The reason for
hooking up the valves in this manner is to have the correct fail-safe action in the event of an instrument
failure. The steam valve will be set to fail closed and the cooling water valve will be set to fail open.

In CC-ReACS, split range control systems are set up in the following way:
a.

Identify the two valves to be controlled by the PID controller in the PID Controller dialog box (for
input). Now both control valves will receive the controller output signal.

b.

Select the valve coefficients, Av and Bv, so that the valve open mutually exclusive ranges.

Continuing the above example, we would proceed as follows:
i.

Specify the steam control valve, V-1, and the cooling water control valve, V-2, as the two
valves to be controlled by the PID Controller, TC-1. This done on the PID Controller dialog
box.

ii.

Compute Av and Bv for the steam valve:
•

At P = 20 milliamps, the valve is 100% open.

•

At P = 12 milliamps, the valve is 0% open.
where
P is the PID Controller output signal thus, using the valve equation:

1.0 = 20 Av + Bv
0.0 = 12 Av + Bv
solving these equations we get Av = 0.125 and Bv = - 1.5.
iii.

Compute Av and Bv for the cooling water valve:
•

At P = 12 milliamps, the valve is 0% open

•

At P = 4 milliamps, the valve is 100% open
then
0.0 = 12 Av + Bv
1.0 = 4 Av + Bv
solving
Av = - 0.125 and Bv = 1.5

3.

Enter these Av and Bv values in the appropriate input fields for the two valves. This done in the
Control Valve dialog boxes.

4.

Complete the remaining input for the PID Controller and the Control Valves in the usual manner.
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Controller Limits
Specified limits can be placed on the PID Controller output if so desired. These limits create “dead
bands”. Dead bands are regions where the controller instructs the valve not to take action even
though controller output signal would indicate otherwise.
For example, let’s assume the following situation. For an exothermic reaction, it is desirable to turn
off heating fluid supply to the jacket before the desired operating temperature is attained and use the
exotherm to raise the temperature further. An upper operating limit for heating of –5° C relative to set
point would be appropriate.
Cooling would commence when the set point temperature was reached. If a small temperature
overshoot is acceptable, setting a coolant lower operating limit of +3° C relative to set point would
retard the cooling until set point was exceeded by 3° C.
The same system could be set up using absolute controller ranges. If absolute ranges are used, then
they may need to be reset if the operating set point is changed.

CONTROL VALVE DIALOG BOX

The control valve calculates the flow rate through the valve based on the output signal it receives from a
controller. Each control valve, therefore, must have a designated controller ID as part of its input. The
module can handle compressible and incompressible flow as well as critical and sub-critical flow. The
control valve calculates the following variables at each time step:
1.

The valve position.

2.

The flow through the valve.

The flow rate of the inlet and outlet streams will be reset to the control valve calculated flow.
The output from the controller is used by the control valve to determine the valve position, that is, how far
open (in percentages) the valve is at any point in time. The valve position, U, is determined as follows:

 dU 
Tv 
 + U = A v ⋅P + Bv
 dt 
where
Tv

=

Valve time constant; default = 0

U

=

Valve position (in fractions); must be between 0 and 1

P

=

Controller output signal in milliamps

Av, Bv

=

Valve constants; defaults: Av = 0.0625 and Bv = 0.25

Normally the controller output, P, is between 4 and 20 milliamperes.
between 0 and 1.

The valve position, U, varies

The valve position is related to the valve flow rate by the following equations:
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Cf

=

Critical flow factor, usually supplied by the user; default = 0.98


P
∆Ps = P1 − 0.96 − 0.28  v

 Pc







0.5 

P
 v


Pv

=

Vapor pressure of liquid at flowing temperature

Pc

=

Thermodynamic critical pressure of fluid

For Critical Compressible Flow:

Flow = 2.8 ⋅ C v ⋅ C f ⋅ P1⋅ SG0.5
f
PARAMETER DEFINITIONS

Valve Flow Coefficient:
This is the valve Cv. This field must be entered. If you do not know a good value for Cv, use the valve
sizing Cv tool. This tool will calculate a good value for this field.

The definition of the flow coefficient is defined as follows:

 SG f
C v = Q 
 ∆Ps
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Rangeability:
Rangeability is the ratio of the maximum to minimum controllable flow. This value is most important for
equal percentage valves because the relationship of R to U is non-linear. The default is 10.
Controller ID:
Enter the equipment ID number of the controller (PIDC) which controls this valve. If no controller ID is
specified, the program will assume the valve is manual and the valve position will be set to valve position
entered in the field below. Therefore, one or the other must be specified.
Valve Position (%):
The valve position ranges from 0 (closed) to 100 (fully open). If the valve is controlled by a controller,
the value is determined by the controller signal. If no controller is specified, the valve is assumed to be
manual and the user must enter a value here. Units are percentages.
CONTROLLER/VALVE POSITION
Valve Time Constant:
The time constant, Tv, is used in the time position calculation below:

 dU 
Tv 
 + U = A v ⋅ P + B v
 dt 
 dU 
Tv must be positive; therefore, the term Tv 
 tends to slow down the valve response to the controller
 dt 
signal. The larger the value of this term, the more it slows down the response.

Valve Av and Bv:
These are the Av and Bv terms in the control valve position equation above. In the default condition, the
 dU 
controller output is assumed to be between 4 and 20 milliamps and the term Tv 
 = 0 (zero) . Since
 dt 
at the minimum position, the valve is closed and U = 0 and at the maximum position the valve is fully
open and U = l, then the defaults are determined as:
0

=

Av * 4 + Bv

1

=

Av * 20 + Bv

Av

=

0.0625

Bv

=

0.25

therefore

Valve Mode:
The control valve may be manually controlled, i.e., the valve position, instead of being set by a PID
controller, may be specifically fixed by the user using any of the following options:
i.

Fix the flowrate through the valve and have the program calculate the required valve
position. If this option is chosen, the flowrate through the valve is set equal to the inlet
stream flowrate.
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ii.

Fix the valve position, and have CC-ReACS calculate the flow through the valve. If this
option is selected, the valve position must be specified in the Valve Position field
described above.

iii.

Fix both the flowrate through the valve and the valve position and have the program
calculate the valve outlet pressure. If this option is selected, the fixed flowrate is taken to
be the inlet stream flowrate and the valve position must be specified in the Valve Position
field described above.

Please note the following:
1.

These valves may be fixed at a single valve or scheduled using the RAMP Controller.

If both manual control and PID control are set up or "turned on" for a control valve, the PID control is
ignored and the manual control valves are the ones used.
Valve Type:
Choose from either linear or equal percentage valves.
Linear valves relate the actual valve flow to the capacity valve flow by the following relation:

Actual Flow =

U 
1
 1 −  ( Valve Capacity
100 
R

)

Equal percentage valves relate actual flow to capacity valve flow as follows:
 U

− 1

100

 ( Valve Capacity
A ctual Flow = R

)

Valve Operation:
This combo box makes it possible to select different options to simulate malfunctions and manually
operated valves. Each option allows the user or an operator training system such as CC-OTS to simulate
malfunctions and manual operations of CVAL:
Normal:CVAL will operate operate properly and will set the flow rate according to the simulation
parameters.
Power failure: CVAL will set flow rate to zero regardless of other simulation parameters.
Manually close: CVAL will set flow rate to zero regardless of other simulation parameters.
Manually open: CVAL will calculate flow rates at 100% open valve position regardless of other
simulation parameters such as PID controllers.
Manually set valve position: CVAL will allow the user to input a specified valve position and
calculate the flow rate, overriding any other simulation parameter.
Critical Flow Factor:
The critical flow factor, Cf, is used to determine if the flow through the valve is above or below critical
velocity. If flow is subcritical, the valve position determines the flow. If critical flow conditions exist, then
flow is calculated as follows:
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Non-compressible critical flow:

Q=

Cv ⋅ Cf
SG f
∆Ps


P
∆ Ps = P1 − 0.96 − 0.28  v

 Pc







0.5 

P
 v


Compressible Critical Flow:

Q=

834 ⋅ C f ⋅ P1
SG f ⋅ T

where
Q

=

Flow, US gpm for liquids; SCFH for gases

Cv

=

Valve flow coefficient

Cf

=

Critical flow factor

P1

=

Inlet pressure in psia

Pc

=

Critical pressure of the fluid

SGf

=

Specific gravity of fluid; liquids referred to water at standard conditions; gases
referred to air at standard conditions

T

=

Flow temperature, R

Downstream Pressure:
The control valve downstream pressure can be specified here. If downstream pressure is not specified,
the output pressure of the valve will be determined by the pressure of the downstream unit operation
which is specified in the field labeled Destination ID or by the jacket pressure (if so specified in the PID
Controller input.
Supply Pressure:
Enter the control valve supply pressure. If not specified, the pressure of the inlet stream will be used.
IF DOWNSTREAM PRESURE NOT IDENTIFIED
Destination ID:
If the downstream pressure is not specified, the output pressure of the valve will be determined by the
pressure of the downstream unit operation specified in this field.
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Variable:
If the downstream(s) is going to a batch reactor, it will be necessary to identify which batch reactor
pressure (jacket, coil, or process) is to be used. This is done in the Variable field. Click on the field to
display a list of options. Select the appropriate pressure from this list.
Forward flow only Option: Flow in a piping network can go forward or backward. Checking this option
will ensure the flow will go forward .In case backward flow is detected the flow rate will be set to zero.
Non-flashing liquid option:
The flow through the valve can be compressible or non-compressible. If the flow is compressible, select
the Vapor or two-phase flow option. If the flow is non-compressible, select the Non-flash liquid
option.
Subcritical flow only Option:
The flow through the valve can reach critical conditions. Piping network might not converge if CVAL is
choked. Turning on this option will let the flowsheet converge and warn the user about the critical
conditions in CVAL.
Static head:
If an elevation change is to be included in the flow calculation, enter this value in this field. The elevation
change will affect the available pressure drop across the valve, and therefore it will affect the flow rate as
well.
Bias option:
The actual input of the CVAL will set the output signal from the PID Controller + Bias
OPTIONAL MASS FLOWRATE TRANSFER
These fields can be used to pass the control valve flow rate into another unit operation variable.
Equip ID:
Specify the unit operation ID number of the UnitOp that the flow rate is to be passed to.
Variable:
Specify the variable number of the parameter that the flow rate is to be passed into.
CALCULATED RESULTS
Calc. Flow Rate:
The value displayed in this field is the current instantaneous flow rate through the valve.
Controller Output:
This is the value currently being received from the controller.
Steady State Position:
This is the steady state valve position determined from the steady state controller output, P0. (See the
“PID Controller Field Descriptions”.)
Controller Output At Steady State:
This is the output signal from the controller at steady state. CC-ReACS calculates this at the initial valve
position, assumed to be closed.
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TOPOLOGY
A control valve has one input and up to two outlets. If two outlets are present, the first outlet is vapor
and the second outlet is liquid.

PID CONTROLLER DIALOG BOX
The PID Controller continuously measures the user specified variable, and based upon the specified set
point for that variable, sends a controller output signal (in milliamps) to the control valve. The controller
can include proportional, derivative, and/or integral action in its signal computation. Cascade controllers
are permitted. The user may specify the control loop and controller limits if so desired. Also, the
controller time step may be set to a smaller value than the flowsheet integration time step.
The controller is actually a sensor and controller, i.e., it measures its own input as well as calculating its
output. The controller measures some variables in the flowsheet (generally a batch reactor variable) and
from this computes the controller input in milliamps. From this input and the user defined set point, the
controller calculates its output, which is subsequently used by the control valve.
The specific logic is as follows:
1.

The unit reads the current value of the user identified measured variable.

2.

The controller input is calculated using the following expression:
C in = A c + B c ⋅ X + C c ⋅ X 2

where
Cin

=

Controller input in milliamps

X

=

Current value of the measured variable

Ac, Bc, Cc =
3.

4.

Coefficients calculated by CC-ReACS

The control error (in milliamps) is then calculated as:
Error

=

Cin – Cin @ setpoint; used for cooling, pressure, and level control

Error

=

Cin @ setpoint – Cin; used for flow and heat control

From the above error, the controller output is calculated as follows:
Pout = P + I + D + P0

where

Pout

=

Controller output signal in milliamps
P=

100
⋅ error = proportional action
PB
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 1
⋅ 
 Ti


 ⋅ (error ) dt = integral action


100
d(error )
D=
⋅Td ⋅
= derivative action
PB
dt
P0 = controller signal at steady state
I=

100
PB

∫

and
PB

=

Proportional band

Ti

=

Integral time constant in minutes

Td

=

Derivative time constant in minutes

error

=

Current controller input - the controller input at steady state

PARAMETER DEFINITIONS PAGE ONE

Activate Controller:
This choice box turns the control on and off while the simulation is running.
Set Point:
The value of the set point of measured variable is entered in this field. The engineering units for this
entry are taken from the flowsheet global engineering units and are displayed to the right of the field.
Steady State Output (PO):
P0 is the value of the controller signal (in milliamps) at the steady state. If this field is left blank, P0 will be
calculated by the program based upon the initial state of the process.
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The steady state output term allows the controller to function linearly on either side of the set point.
Setting P0 = 0 starts the system with the valve closed and the controller will open the valve slowly in
response to the error signal.
Proportional Band (PB):
The proportional band (PB) helps determine the speed of the controller output signal according to the
above controller output equation.
Increasing PB will decrease the sensitivity of the controller and give a slower response. PB must be
positive.
Proportional action alone is normally insufficient to control a process.
Integral Time (Ti):
This is the integral time constant defined above in the controller output equation. The smaller Ti is, the
faster the controller will respond. Ti must be 0 or positive. If Ti = 0 or Ti > 1010, no integral action will be
taken.
Integral control removes the offset produced by proportional control alone. Decreasing Ti gives a faster
controller response but introduces a tendency to overshoot the set point producing oscillations.
Derivative Time (Td):
Td is the derivative time constant in minutes. Derivative control anticipates the convergence on the
setpoint so that any overshooting on oscillation is minimized. Derivative control is not frequently used
because sensor signal noise makes measurement of the derivative difficult.
Control Valve ID:
The PID Controller must know which control valve or which cascade controller it is controlling. If this
controller is controlling a control valve, enter the UnitOp ID of the control valve in this field.
Cascade ID:
If this controller is controlling another controller in a cascade control scheme, enter the UnitOp ID
number of the slave controller in this field.
Primary ID:
If this controller is the slave to another controller in a cascade control scheme, enter the UnitOp ID
number of the master controller, which is controlling this controller in this field.
CONTROLLER/SENSOR FUNCTION
The functional relationship between the controller input and the output from the sensor is as follows:
Cin

=

Ac + Bc ⋅ X + Cc ⋅ X

Cin

=

Controller input in milliamps

X

=

Value of the measured variable in the user specified engineering units

2

The coefficients Ac , Bc, Cc are calculated by the program using the function type and variables shown
below. If the sensor function is to be linear, then Ac and Bc are calculated. If the sensor function is to be
quadratic, then Bc and Cc are calculated.
Controller/Sensor Function:
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The user may specify whether the sensor function is linear or quadratic. The default is linear. The
quadratic form should be selected if the measured variable is flow rate. Otherwise, linear can be used.
Variable Min and Variable Max:
The user may specify the minimum and maximum sensor output values if desired. The default values
are 4 and 20 milliamps, respectively.
Ctrl Input Min and Ctrl Input Max:
The user must specify the minimum and maximum values of the measured variable. This is done in
these two fields. The program will then determine the coefficients for the above sensor equation.
Error Definition:
At the user’s option, the error may be defined in one of two ways:
Error

=

X - Xset

Error

=

Xset - X

X

=

Controller input (in milliamps) at the current value of the measured variable.

Xset

=

Controller input (in milliamps) at the set point value of the measured variable.

where

Equation (1) above should be used when the function being controlled is for cooling, pressure control, or
level control.
Equation (2) above should be used when the function being controlled is for heating or flow rate control.
These are guidelines. The general rule is as follows. The user should select the error function which
ensures that the control variable will move toward the set point if an error exists. For instance, if the
service being controlled is steam flow rate to the jacket and the set point is the reactor temperature, the
function Error = Xset - X should be selected. This is true because when the reactor temperature is below
the set point, the error will be positive and the steam valve will open. If in the same situation, Error = X Xset was chosen, the error would be negative and the steam valve would close, thus moving away from
our target, not closer to it.
MEASURED OBJECT
The measured object is the set point variable. The set point is the condition which must be achieved by
the control system. In other words, the measured variable must equal the set point before the controller
will stop resetting the control valve.
To let CC-ReACS know which variable is to be measured, the user must do the following:
1.

Identify whether the variable is contained in a stream or unit operation.

2.

Identify which stream or unit operation is involved. This is the UnitOp or Stream ID.

3.

Specify the variable or parameter of the stream or unit operation.

4.

Specify the type of engineering units the variable uses.

5.

Specify which component the measured variable applies to (if applicable).
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The procedure is as follows:
1.

Identify whether the variable is a stream or a unit operation variable by clicking the appropriate circle
at the field labeled “Stream” or “Equipment”.

2.

In the “Measured Object ID” field, enter either the stream number or the equipment number in which
the measured variable is located.

3.

In the “Variable” field select the variable from the list provided by:
•
•
•

4.

Specify the type of engineering units to be used by making the appropriate selection in the “Variable
unit” field. Do this by:
•
•
•

5.

Clicking on the field to open the list;
Scrolling to the desired selection;
Clicking on the desired selection.

Clicking on the field to open the list;
Scrolling to the desired selection;
Clicking on the desired selection.

If the measured variable is a selection which requires component identification, such as “mole
fraction or “reaction rate”, you must identify the relevant component in the “Comp” field. The
procedure is:
•
•
•

Click on the field to open the component list;
Scroll to the relevant components;
Click on the component to select it.

Stream or Equipment:
The user must identify if the measured variable is a stream variable or an equipment parameter. This is
done be clicking on the appropriate circle in this field.
ID Number:
The user must specify the ID number of the stream or piece of equipment that the measured object is
associated with.
Variable:
Each UnitOp or Stream has a list of variables, which can be used as set point variables. This list is
contained in this field and can be displayed by clicking on it. From this list, locate the desired variable
and click on it.
Component:
This field contained a list of all the components in the current flowsheet. If a component variable, such
as mole fraction or mass flow rate is selected as the “Measured variable” above, then the user must
identify which component from this “Measured component” list.
To display the list, click anywhere on the field. Then locate the relevant component by scrolling. To
select the component, click on it.
Variable unit:
Use this field to identify the type of engineering units that apply to the measured variable. In other
words, if the measured variable is the reactor temperature, selected “2 Temperature” from the list. This
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will instruct the program to apply the global flowsheet engineering units to the measured variable.
Otherwise, internal engineering units will be used.
PARAMETER DEFINITIONS PAGE TWO

Controller Limit:
! None
! Relative to set point
! Actual limit
Specify whether the controller limits specified below are relative to the set point or actual limits. If no
limits are specified below, “None” should be specified here.
Upper Limit and Lower Limit:
The upper and lower limits put “dead bands” in the controller response. For instance, if the set point =
200 °F and the lower limit is 195 °F, the cooling water controller will output a minimum signal below 195
°F.
Use special flow control integrator:
This option is used to turn the flow control integrator on and off.
OPTIONAL ACTIVE TIME SPECS
Act. from time (min) and Act. to time (min):
These fields are used to schedule the controller activity; that is to say, to turn it on at one time and off at
another. For instance, if the simulation runs for five hours (simulated time), and the controller is only to
be active (turned on) between hours two and four, then a value of “120” (minutes) should be entered in
the “Act. From time (min)” field and a value of “240” (minutes) should be entered in the “Act. to time
(min)” field.
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FOR SPLIT RANGE CONTROL
Optional second control valve
nd

2 valve ID:
Enter the ID number for the second valve in a split range control scheme.
Special control:
This field is used to select the control integration method which is to be used if the controller is
controlling a flow rate.
Optional transmitter function:
These fields allow the user to input the parameters for the optional model to simulate the transmitter
error in PIDC. The controller input from the sensor is modeled as:
C = A * S + B
where
S is the signal from the sensor
A and B are the parameters input by the user. The default values are A = 1 and B = 0
C is the signal received by the controller
CALCULATED RESULTS
Integral (Error * Dt):
If integral action is specified (i.e., if Ti is specified), the integral contribution to the controller output
function will be shown here.
Error:
The last computed error is displayed here.
Error
=
X- Xset; or Error = Xset – X
X
=
Current sensor input in milliamps
Xset
=
Sensor input at the set point in milliamps.
Control Output:
The last calculated controller output (Pout in milliamps) is displayed here.
IAE:
This field contains the integral average error.
ISE:
This field displays the integral squared error.

THE DYNAMIC VESSEL MODEL
The dynamic vessel unit operations module is a dynamic phase separator and/or accumulator. It is
basically a dynamic flash tank with holdups. It is illustrated in figure 2 below.
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Figure 2

The features and capabilities of the dynamic vessel model are summarized below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

It can have up to three feed streams, two vapor outlet streams and two liquid outlet streams.
Vapor-liquid and Vapor-liquid-liquid phase calculations are available.
Light and heavy liquid phases can be accumulated up to user specified level limits.
The vessel operating pressure can be specified or calculated. In other words, pressure can be fixed
or dynamic.
Four calculation modes are available.
The amount of vapor leaving the vessel can be fixed, controlled, or determined by a venting
calculation.
The amount of liquid exiting the vessel can be a fixed valve or set to the amount of the liquid
overflowing a specified liquid level.
Multiple vessel geometric can be specified.
Safety relief valve performance can be included in the simulation using the DIERS technology.

10. It can be part of a piping network and be solved simultaneously. This includes the static head of the
liquid level above the inlet nozzle (for piping networks upstream) and the static head in a liquid outlet
stream.
The following major features of the dynamic vessel model are described below:
1.
2.

The pressure calculations
The calculation modes
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Maintaining liquid levels by decanting
The vapor flow modes
DIERS

THE PRESSURE CALCULATIONS
The vessel pressure is calculated by doing a constant volume flash under the current conditions. The
program holds the vessel volume constant and varies the vessel pressure until the sum of the vapor and
liquid volumes equals the vessel volume. As the conditions change the pressure changes.
The following points should be noted regarding the pressure calculation:
1.

If the pressure is to be calculated, the flowrate of the vapor vent or outlet stream must be specified.
If it is not, the problem is under specified. However, this specification can be made explicitly by the
user by scheduling the vapor flowrate, or it can be made implicitly using a PID Control system. An
example of this would be a pressure control system where the vapor flowrate is adjusted to maintain
a desired vessel pressure.

2.

Specification of an initial charge is optional, but if done can produce certain problems the user
needs to be aware of. Frequently, the initial charge specifications will produce volumes that do not
match the vessel volume. If the pressure is to be calculated, this can produce unwanted results
unless certain conventions are adopted to manage this situation. In CC-ReACS the following
conventions are adopted:
a.

If the liquid present exceeds the vessel capacity, an error message is issued and the simulation
will not proceed.

b.

If the initial charge is subcooled, then the program will do an adiabatic flash to reset the
temperature and pressure to values, which fill the vessel. A warning message will be issued.

c.

If the initial charge is two-phase at the specified temperature and pressure, and the sum of the
vapor and liquid volume is not equal to the vessel volume, an error message will be issued. If
the user chooses to go ahead with the simulation, then the program proceeds as follows:
•

The vapor and liquid amounts and compositions are determined.

•

The available vapor space is determined by subtracting the liquid volume from the vessel
volume.
AVS = RV – LV
where

•

AVS

=

Available vapor space

RV

=

Vessel volume

LV

=

Liquid volume

The “excess” vapor is calculated as:
EV = VV – AVS
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where
EV

=

Excess vapor

VV

=

Vapor volume of the initial charge

The excess vapor is therefore negative if the initial charge does not fill the vessel.
•

The excess vapor is removed from the initial charge so that the vapor space, AVS. If the
excess volume is negative, this means adding enough vapor (of the same composition as
the initial vapor) to fill the available vapor space.

THE CALCULATION MODES
The dynamic vessel module requires the user to specify both a thermal mode and a pressure mode for
calculation. The available thermal modes are adiabatic, flash with heat duty, flash with UA & utility and
isothermal. The pressure mode options are fixed pressure or calculated pressure. The user must
specify which option is to be used in both calculation modes for the calculation to proceed. If no
specification is made, defaults are assumed.
The Thermal Mode:
Note: The pressure used in the calculations for any of the following thermal modes depends on the
pressure calculation mode selected.
The thermal mode options are:
•

Adiabatic – This mode assumes that no heat passes through the walls of the vessel. At
each time step a flash is performed using the inlet stream(s) composition and enthalpy.

•

Flash with heat duty – This mode assumes a constant, user specified heat duty on the
vessel. At each time step a flash is performed using the inlet stream(s) composition and
enthalpy plus the specified duty.

•

Flash with UA and Utility – In this mode you must enter the dynamic vessel U (overall
heat transfer coefficient). This area is calculated from the vessel size or may be fixed
using the Area field provided. Also, the vapor vent flow rate must also be specified or
controlled. The heat duty is calculated using the equation,
Q = U ⋅ A ⋅ (∆∆T

The program calculates the temperature, vapor fraction and enthalpy.
If this mode is used, the dynamic vessel must be set up with a utility stream on the
flowsheet. In other words, it must have two inlet streams one of which is the utility stream,
and an outlet utility stream must also be provided.
At each time step a flash is performed using the inlet stream(s) composition and enthalpy
plus the computed heat transfer determined from the above equation.
•

Isothermal – In this mode the temperature is fixed. At each time step a flash is performed
using the inlet stream(s) composition and the specified temperature. A required heat duty
is computed.
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The Pressure Modes:
•

Fixed pressure – Using this option, the user specifies the vessel operating pressure. This
pressure is then the one used in the flashes mentioned above in the thermal modes.
During fixed pressure simulation if the vapor is in excess of the available vapor space, the
excess vapor is vented. If the computed vapor does not fill the available vapor space, the
difference is ignored.

•

Calculated pressure – If the pressure is to be calculated, the flow through the vapor vent
must be specified (it may be zero, but it must be specified). The pressure is then varied
until the sum of the vapor volume and the liquid volume equals the vessel volume.

MAINTAINING LIQUID LEVELS BY DECANTING
The flow rate of the liquid outlet streams can be determined in a number of ways. One of these is by
decanting an liquid in excess of a specified liquid level. Since the dynamic vessel model can handle two
liquid phases if requested, it is important to know the decanting model in order to use it correctly.
The model can be summarized in the following way:
If HL> HLL; then HLF = HL – HLL, and
If TL> LLL; then LLF = LL + HLL – LLL
where
HL

=

The amount of heavy liquid present before decanting

LL

=

The amount of light liquid present before decanting

TL

=

The amount of total liquid present before decanting: TL = HL + LL

HLL

=

The volume of the vessel made available for accumulating heavy liquid

For flat head cylinders this would be:
2

=

Lh ⋅ π r

Lh

=

The specified heavy liquid level

π

=

pi

r

=

The radius of the vessel

LLL

=

The volume which must be filled before any decanting of light liquid can occur

HLL
where

For flat head cylinder this would be:
LLL

=

LL ⋅ π r

2
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where
LL

=

The specified light liquid level

The following should be noted:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

The specified levels are from the bottom of the vessel
Liquid levels are calculated:
a. Using the full inside diameter for vertical vessels and using the full tangent-to-tangent length for
horizontal vessels.
b. Including the volume of the heads.
The excess of heavy liquid is decanting before the light liquid. In other words, the amount of heavy
liquid to be decanted is subtracted from the total liquid present before determining how much (if any)
light liquid is to be decanted.
If the heavy liquid level is below the specified level, then the amount of light liquid present must fill
this heavy liquid deficit before any decanting of the light liquid can take place.
If we let HLF = the heavy liquid decanted and LLF = the light liquid decanted, four decanting
situations can occur:
a. HL> HLL and (LL+ HLL)> LLL, then
HLF = HL- HLL and LLF = LL + HLL – LLL
b. HL> HLL and (LL + HLL) < LLL, then
HLF = HL – HLL and LLF = o.
c. HL < HLL and TL > LLL, then
HLF = 0 and LLF = TL – LLL
d. HL < HLL and TL< LLL, then
HLF = 0 and LLF = 0

Their situations are illustrated below:

Situation
(i)

Situation
(ii)

Situation
(iii)

Situation
(iv)

LLF

F=0

LLF

F=
0

HLF

HLF

F20

F= 0
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THE VAPOR FLOW MODELS
The dynamic vessel model requires that a vapor outlet or vent be provided even if it is not used. This
means you must draw one on the flowsheet.
In addition, the method for determining the flow through this vent must also be specified. The following
options are available:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

The flow rate can be fixed at a specified valve throughout the simulation.
The flowrate can be adjusted by a PID control system.
The flowrate can be reset at each time step using a RAMP controller.
The flowrate can be calculated using DIERS Technology. This applies to emergency relief
situations. The flow through the vapor vent would be that amount that the safety relief valve (or
rupture disk) can pass.
The flowrate can be set to the amount of vapor generation in excess of the available vapor space.
In this mode the pressure must be specified.

The following rules apply:
1.
2.
3.

If the pressure is to be dynamically calculated during the simulation, then the vapor flowrate must be
specified, set by some form of controller, or determined using DIERS.
Flow through the vapor vent can be two-phase if DIERS is used.
If the calculation mode is set to the fixed pressure mode, the vapor flow mode is ignored and DIERS
cannot be used.

DIERS CALCULATIONS
The CHEMCAD DIERS model is explained in detail in the on-line help system. No effort is made to
repeat that information here. The following points, however, are specific to CC-ReACS and should be
noted.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Only the DIERS rating calculations can be performed in CC-ReACS. In other words, the size of the
relief valve and/or rupture disk must be specified. CC-ReACS will then calculate the amount and
composition, and vapor quality of the material, which passes through the vent. This material is then
removed form the heat and material balance.
Only the vent pressure is determined dynamically. The valve (disk) backpressure must be specified
by the user and is fixed throughout the simulation.
If a fire model is selected for the DIERS calculation, then the fire heat input is in addition to any
other specified heat input.
DIERS cannot be used if the calculation mode is fixed pressure or isothermal.

THE DYNAMIC VESSEL DIALOG BOX
The Dynamic Vessel enables the user to model vessel holdups in a dynamic fashion. Features of the
dynamic vessel model include:
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•

Horizontal or vertical vessels

•

Ellipsoidal, F & D, Flat, or hemispherical

•

Fixed pressure or calculated pressure modes

•

Isothermal or non-isothermal modes

•

Multiple liquid phases

•

Level control

•

Specified flow options

•

DIERS

PARAMETERS DEFINITIONS – PAGE 1 (GENERAL)

GEOMETRY
Enter the diameter and length of the vessel. Length is defined as the tangent-to-tangent cylinder length.
The diameter of the vessel is measured at 90 degrees to the long axis.
Vessel Type:
Specify whether the vessel is horizontal or vertical. This is required input. The default is vertical.
Diameter:
Enter the inside diameter of the vessel measured at 90 degrees to the long axis.
Cylinder height:
Enter the cylinder length defined as the distance between the vessel heads.
Vessel Head Type:
Select the vessel head type. Available options are:
•

Ellipsoidal (default)

•

F & D (flange and dish)
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Head Ratio:
Enter the head ratio defined as:
HR =

overall vessel length − cylinder length
vessel diameter

The head ratio must be between 0.0 and 1.0.
VESSEL THERMAL MODE:
Upon selection of the desired thermal mode, additional input fields will open up. These fields
will be appropriate to the selected mode and must be filled in for the thermal mode to operate.
The dynamic vessel module requires the user to specify both a thermal mode and a pressure
mode for calculation. The available thermal modes are: adiabatic, flash with heat duty, flash
with UA and utility and isothermal. The pressure mode options are fixed pressure or calculated
pressure. The user must specify which option is to be used in both calculation modes for the
calculation to proceed. If no specification is made, defaults are assumed.
Note: The pressure used in the calculations for any of the following thermal modes depends on the
pressure calculation mode selected.
The thermal mode options are:
•

Adiabatic – This mode assumes that no heat passes through the walls of the vessel. At each
time step a flash is performed using the inlet stream(s) composition and enthalpy.

•

Flash with heat duty – This mode assumes a constant, user specified heat duty on the vessel.
At each time step a flash is performed using the inlet stream(s) composition and enthalpy plus
the specified duty.

•

Flash with UA and Utility – In this mode you must enter the dynamic vessel U (overall heat
transfer coefficient). This area is calculated from the vessel size or may be fixed using the Area
field provided. Also, the vapor vent flow rate must also be specified or controlled. The heat
duty is calculated using the equation,
Q = U ⋅ A ⋅ ( ∆T)

The program calculates the temperature, pressure, vapor fraction and enthalpy.
If this mode is used, the dynamic vessel must be set up with a utility stream on the flowsheet.
In other words, it must have two inlet streams one of which is the utility stream, and an outlet
utility stream must also be provided.
At each time step a flash is performed using the inlet stream(s) composition and enthalpy plus
the computed heat transfer determined from the above equation.
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•

Isothermal – In this mode the temperature is fixed. At each time step a flash is performed
using the inlet stream(s) composition and the specified temperature. A required heat duty is
computed.

The Pressure Modes:
•

Fixed pressure – Using this option, the user specifies the vessel operating pressure. This
pressure is then the one used in the flashes mentioned above in the thermal modes.
During fixed pressure simulation if the vapor is in excess of the available vapor space, the
excess vapor is vented. If the computed vapor does not fill the available vapor space, the
difference is ignored.

•

Calculated pressure – If the pressure is to be calculated, the flow through the vapor vent must
be specified (it may be zero, but it must be specified). The pressure is then varied until the sum
of the vapor volume and the liquid volume equals the vessel volume.
Pressure modes are specified using the Fix Pressure box at the left of the dialog box. If this
box is left blank, then the program assumes the pressure is to be calculated. If a checkmark is
placed in this box (by clicking on it), then an additional input field will open up. The pressure
must be specified in this field.
It is mandatory to use the Fix Pressure option when the dynamic vessel is part of a piping
network. In such a case, the dynamic vessel is computed as a node with fixed pressure.

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
Initial Charge Options
•

From outlet Stream Composition: Default mode. Specify an initial liquid level. Specify
composition of an attached outlet stream on the flowsheet. During the first time step the vessel
will be filled with material based on the composition of the outlet stream. The program assumes
that the vessel is well mixed and that the outlet at time zero represents the overall composition
of material in the vessel.

•

Specify composition & liquid level: This mode activates an initial charge dialog when the user
presses OK. Specify the overall composition of the initial charge. CHEMCAD will adjust the total
flowrate to reach the specified liquid level, based on the specified overall composition. Specify
an initial liquid level.

•

Specify mass, calculate liquid level: This mode activates an initial charge dialog when the user
presses OK. Specify the composition of the initial charge. Specify a total flow, which represents
the total material for the initial charge. During the first time step the program will calculate the
liquid level.

Initial Liquid level 1:Specify the initial liquid level in the vessel. If there are two liquid phases this is the
liqht phase. For use with initial charge mode 0 from outlet stream and 1 specify composition & liquid
level of charge. Default is zero.
Initial liquid level 2: If there are two liquid phases this is the heavy phase. Specify the level of the
second liquid phase (if present). Default is zero.
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Initial utility outlet Temperature: If a utility stream is connected (for vessel mode 2 Flash with UA &
Utility) specify the outlet temperature of the utility. The default initial utility stream outlet temperature is
the utility stream inlet temperature with the assumption that the heat transfer is from latent heat.
OPTIONAL INPUTS:
Inlet nozzle position from top:
Default is 0 (inlet at top of vessel). Specify vertical location for the inlet nozzle. Only if you check the
liquid static head is option for this vessel, the height of liquid above the inlet nozzle will exert pressure
head on the inlet stream. This is useful if the dynamic vessel is part of an equation-based-network with
inlet flowrate based on backpressure from the vessel.
Include static head option:
If the inlet and outlets liquid streams of the vessel are connected to piping networks, checking this option
will add the static head of the instantaneous liquid level in the vessel to the specified pressure in the
vessel. This feature allows performing more realistic piping network simulations in dynamic mode.
Three phase flash:
Checkmark this field to allow three phase (vapor-liquid- liquid) calculations for the dynamic vessel. A
light and heavy liquid level will be calculated. If two liquid outlets are connected, the liquid phases will
separate at the outlets. The Global K Value setting (ThermoPhysical menu > K-Values) for vapor –
liquid – liquid must be checked for this setting to apply.
Include Compression/Expansion Effect:
Checkmark this box to include work of compression / expansion in the energy balance for the vessel.
This will affect the calculated pressure in the vessel. If checked, a First Law energy balance and the
Maxwell relation H=U-PV will be used to calculate the pressure effect based on internal energy change
of compression / expansion.
Recorder On:
No time history data for the dynamic vessel will be saved (to disk) unless this option is switched on. If
the data is not saved, then it is lost once you leave the DYNAMICS MENU. This means it will not be
available for plotting and printing.
PARAMETER DEFINITIONS – PAGE 2 (OUTLET FLOW)
Liquid Flow Specifications:
Note that a RAMP controller can change the specified value at specified time(s) for all modes except
Control valve. This allows setpoint changes without use of a control valve and controller.
•

Mole Flow Rate: Specify a molar flow rate for the liquid outlet. Liquid level will be calculated
based on remaining liquid.

•

Mass Flow Rate: Specify a mass flow rate for the liquid outlet. Liquid level will be calculated
based on remaining liquid.

•

Actual Volume Flow Rate: Specify a volumetric flow rate for the liquid outlet. Calculated
liquid volume will be used to determine the mass of liquid. Liquid level will be calculated based
on remaining liquid.
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•

Control Valve or Unitop: Specify the control valve (CVAL) UnitOp, which controls the outlet
flow. A PID controller can be used with the control valve to model a control system. This mode
is particularly useful to model a dynamic column with external reflux drum. You may specify a
pump, pipe, or compressor UnitOp if the dynamic vessel if part of a Node network.

•

Constant Level: Specify a liquid level. During each time step excess liquid will be removed to
maintain the specified level. If liquid level is below the specification no liquid will be removed.

•

Constant Mole Holdup: Specify a liquid holdup in molar units. During each time step excess
liquid will be removed to maintain the specified holdup. If holdup is less than the specification
no liquid will be removed.

•

Constant Mass Holdup: Specify a liquid holdup in molar units. During each time step excess
liquid will be removed to maintain the specified holdup. If holdup is less than the specification
no liquid will be removed.

Vapor Flow Specifications:
If the program is to calculate the vessel pressure and a vapor outlet stream is present, then the flow rate
of that stream must be fixed at each time step. In CC-ReACS there are two ways of fixing this flow rate:
1.
2.

The user may specify the flow rate as constant throughout the simulation; or
The flow rate can be reset at each time step by either a PID or a RAMP controller.

In this “pressure calculated” case, you must specify the following:
1.

2.

If the vapor flow rate is to be fixed at a constant value for the entire simulation, then select one of
options 0, 1 or 2 for the Mode (mole, mass, or volume flow units) and enter the flow specification in
the Flow rate field. The engineering units will be those set as the flowsheet global engineering
units.
If the vapor flow rate is to be set by a PID controller, then select the “Set by control valve” option
as the Mode and enter the initial flow value in the Spec field (in global units for total flow rate).

3.

If the vapor flow rate is to be set by a RAMP controller, then select one of options 0, 1, or 2 for the
Mode, and enter the initial flow rate in the Spec field (using the corresponding global units). Then
schedule the vapor flows in the RAMP controller input.
If the total amount of material present in the vessel is less than the specified vapor flow rate, then the
pressure calculation will fail and issue an error message, but the simulation will continue.
Specify Liquid Levels
Minimum Level:
This optional input will prevent the liquid level from going below a specified mark input by the user. If the
level goes below this mark DVSL will stop emptying the vessel until the specified liquid level is reached
again. This level is measured from the bottom of the vessel, therefore the default value is zero.
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PARAMETER DEFINITION – PAGE 3 (RELIEF DEVICE)
DIERS Relief Valve Specifications
The dynamic vessel may be fitted with a relief valve which is simulated by the methods and practices
established by the Design Institute for Emergency Relief Systems (DIERS). This description is intended
to describe to users how to use the DIERS rating portion of CC-ReACS. It is not intended as a course
on relief valve sizing. It is assumed that the user is already familiar with relief valve sizing techniques
and terms.

Vessel Model:
The fluid characterization of the vessel under relief conditions. Options are as follows:
Bubbly
Churn-Turbulent
Homogenous
The Bubbly vessel model assumes uniform vapor generation in the liquid phase with vapor/liquid
disengagement within vessel. The Churn-Turbulent model assumes uniform vapor generation; however,
with Churn-Turbulent, there is greater vapor/liquid disengagement. The Homogenous vessel model
assumes there is no vapor/liquid disengagement and is useful for viscous fluids or short venting times.
The “Non-boiling height” modification of the Churn-Turbulent vessel model has not been included in this
program.
Device Type:
The device type can be a relief valve, a rupture disk, or a relief valve followed by a rupture disk.
C0:
C0 is a data correlation parameter for Bubbly and Churn-Turbulent models. Normal values range from
1.0 to 1.5. Generally speaking, the greater C0, the less likely two-phase venting will occur. Default is
1.2.
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Nozzle Area:
The cross sectional area of the relief system nozzle.

Discharge Coefficient:
This is the roughness factor of the relief device. For relief valves, this has a value of 0.975. For rupture
discs, this is typically 0.625.
Above Ground:
Please enter the elevation of the vessel above the pad level.
PRESSURE DATA
Set Pressure:
The “lift” or opening pressure of the relief system. Typically this number is within 10% of the maximum
design pressure for the vessel.
Back Pressure:
The flare or relief system pressure on the backside of the valve.
Max pressure:
Pressure rating of the vessel.
Vent Flow Model:
The vent flow model may be selected from the following list (see DIERS for full descriptions):
HEM (Homogenous Equilibrium Model)
ERM (Equilibrium Rate Model)
Henry-Fauske HNE
Non_Flashing Liquid
Single Phase Vapor
Adequate fire facilities exist:
This is used in the API 520/521 fire model. Select from options: Adequate fire and drainage facilities
exist or adequate fire and drainage facilities do not exist.
Fire Model:
Select one of the following fire models:
0
1
2
3
4

No Fire
API-520/521
API-2000
OSHA 1910.106
NFPA-30
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F Factor:
This factor is for adjusting the fire heat load for the environment. A list of standard values is included
below:
Environment
Bare Vessel
Insulated Vessel
Sprinkler System
Both Insulation and Sprinklers

F Factor
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.15

Ignore top head in exposed area calculations:
This check box is used to specify whether or not to exclude the area of the top of the vessel for the
exposed area calculations.
FOR VAPOR RELIEF ONLY
Kb:
For vapor relief systems, enter the Kb. Kb is defined as the backpressure correction factor for vapor
relief.
FOR LIQUID RELIEF ONLY
Kp:
For liquid relief systems, this is the capacity correction factor for overpressure.
Kw:
For liquid relief systems, this is the capacity correction factor for backpressure.
Kv:
For liquid relief systems, this is the viscosity correction factor. Kv = 1 for non-viscous fluid.
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS – PAGE 4 (CALCULATED RESULTS)

Vessel Temperature
Vessel Pressure
Liquid Level 1
This is the liquid level for the light phase liquid. If there is only one phase of liquid, this is the total liquid
level.
Liquid Level 2
This is the liquid level for the heavy phase liquid.
Vessel Volume
This is the calculated volume of the vessel.
Liquid1 Volume
This is the liquid volume for the light liquid phase. If there is only one liquid phase, this is the total liquid
volume.
Liquid 2 Volume
This is the liquid volume for the heavy liquid phase. If there is only one liquid phase, this is shown as
zero.
Vapor Volume
This is the vapor headspace volume.
Overall heat duty
This is the total heat transferred to/from the vessel.
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TOPOLOGY
The dynamic vessel may have up to 3 inputs and 3 outlets; the inlets may be in any order. The outlets
are listed with the vapor outlet first, followed by the heavy liquid outlet, and then the light liquid outlet. In
the event there is only a single liquid phase, all liquid flows out the bottom outlet.

OTHER UNIT OPERATIONS
Other unit operations modules of lesser significance are also provided with a CC-ReACS license.
These include:
•

The RAMP Controller

•

The Time Delay

•

The Time Switch

•
Commonly used steady state unit operation
Also available from Chemstations, but not included in a CC-ReACS license, is the dynamic distillation
module, CC-DCOLUMN. Since it is frequently used in tandem with the batch reactor module, a brief
description is provided at the end of this section.

THE RAMP CONTROLLER
The Ramp controller unit is used to change various operating parameters with respect to time. In
dynamic simulations, the scheduling ramp may be used to simulate operator functions such as opening a
valve at time = t.
Each scheduled ramp can only act on a single parameter.
PARAMETER DEFINITIONS
Controller TypeRAMP can control both: inlet streams and UnitOp parameters:
1.

Stream: This mode causes the RAMP to adjust an inlet stream variable during simulation.

2.

UnitOp: This mode causes the RAMP to adjust a unit operations parameter during the simulation.

Stream/UnitOp ID:
Enter the ID number for the stream or UnitOp, which has the variable to be reset by the RAMP.
Variable Number:
This field is used to identify the variable, which is to be continuously reset by the RAMP. If this variable
is from a dynamic UnitOp or from a stream, a list of the available variables will be displayed and the user
may click on the desired item to select it. If the variable is from a steady state UnitOp then you must
type in the Variable Number (Variable Numbers can be found in the on-line manual).Time (Min) And
Value:
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This is a spreadsheet style chart of how the value of the parameter changes in time. CHEMCAD
automatically interpolates between values to determine the value for each time slice in the dynamic
simulation.
Controller Mode
There are three different ways of inputting disturbances. Each one has its own screen.
•

Use table below: The user can input a table of variable values vs. time directly.

•

Random disturbance: The user can input a minimum and maximum value for RAMP to set the
variable value randomly.

•

Sine wave: The user can input the parameters to simulate a sine wave disturbance.
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THE TIME DELAY UNIT OPERATION
The Time Delay unit is used to simulate delays in dynamic simulation, such as pipe delays.

Delay time:
The user specifies the duration of the time delay which the stream experiences.
TOPOLOGY
Time delays have only one inlet and one outlet.

THE TIME SWITCH UNIT OPERATION
The Time Switch UnitOp is a process flow scheduling tool. It provides a time schedule for the direction
of these flows.
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The dialog box will contain one row of fields for each outlet stream coming form the time switch. This
now will enable the user to direct all process input (to the time switch) through the outlet stream during
the times specified.
There are four fields for each row. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Outlet No.
Starting time
End time
Active switch

These are described below:
Outlet No.:
Within the Time Switch, streams are identified by position number. Positions are
number from the outside in. In other words, the outlet position located the farthest from the inlet position
is position number one. In the above example dialog box, this position is labeled “Stream 1”. The outlet
position located closest to the inlet position will receive the highest position number. In the above
example dialog box, this position is labeled “Stream 3”. All other positions are relative to these positions.
These statements apply only to the standard Time Switch icon (the icon supplied as part of the CCReACS program). The user can create his/her own icon, which follows different valves.
Starting time:
This field designates when flow through this outlet will begin. Starting time is specified
in minutes from time zero.
End time:
this field designates when flow through this outlet is to cease. End time is specified in
minutes from time zero.
Active Switch: This field (box) turns the schedule for the outlet on and off. In other words, only if
there is a direct mark in this field (box) will flow pass through this unit between the Starting time and the
End time.
TOPOLOGY
The Time Switch UnitOp has one inlet and up to eight outlets.
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STEADY STATE UNIT OPERATIONS
In addition to the unit operations modules already described, your CC-ReACS license entitles you to use
other unit operations modules within the CHEMCAD system. The one restriction on the use of these
modules is that they can only be used in dynamic mode. It is easier to identify these UnitOp by listing
those that cannot be used under a CC-ReACS license.
All unit operation in the CHEMCAD library is available for use in a CC-ReACS flowsheet (without an
additional license) except the following:
1.

2.

UnitOps requiring a CHEMCAD License:
•

SCDS

•

TOWER

•

TOWER-PLUS

•

SHOR (Short Cut distillation)

UnitOps requiring a CC-BATCH license:
•

3.

UnitOps requiring a CC-DCOLUMN Licenses
•

4.

BATC ( the batch distillation column)

CC-DCOLUMN (the dynamic distillation module)

Features requiring a CC-THERM License:
•

The shell and tube design/rating capability

All other unit operations can be used in dynamic flowsheets. UnitOps commonly used are:
•

Mixer

•

Divider

•

Heat exchanger

•

Flash

•

Pump

•

Compressor

•

Tank

•

Vessel

•

Component separator

•

Valve

•

Pipe

Whenever a steady state unit operation is used in a dynamic flowsheet, the user is making the implicit
assumption that the dynamics of that unit operation are very, very fast. Technically, they are assumed to
be instantaneous. If this is not a reasonable approximation, consider using the tank and time delay
UnitOps to build in some of the dynamic effects of these modules.
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THE DYNAMIC COLUMN

Of the restrictions listed in the above sections, only the dynamic column module is of interest to CCReACS users. The dynamic column program is a product available from Chemstations on a stand alone
or integrated basis. CC-ReACS users normally use it to model columns on top of batch reactors such as
the ones illustrated on the next page:
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THE DYNAMICS MENU
The DYNAMICS MENU provides the commands for:
1.

Running the dynamics simulation

2.

Managing the data associated with the runs

3.

Recording and displaying the desired results

CC-ReACS maintains several sets of flowsheet data files in order to manage all of the situations and
manipulations the user may choose to execute. These files fall into the following categories:
1.

Time Zero files:
These files contain the initial state information; that is, all the streams and equipment specifications
at time equals zero. Whenever the user runs from time zero, CC-ReACS copies all the specified
data into a series of files called TIMEO.XXX, where XXX stands for a series of file extensions. That
way, the user may always return to the initial state if desired.
The contents of the #TIMEO files, and therefore of the initial state, cannot be modified unless the
user first restores the initial state (using the command provided for this purpose) and then edits the
data. Unless this is done, access to initial state data will be blocked by the program.
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Current State files:
These files contain all the system data at the end of the last simulation unless the user has restored
the initial state. Then they contain the initial state.

3.

Recorded files:
These files contain the answers; that is, the time history of the simulation. Batch reactor variables
are saved automatically. All other variables are saved only if the user specifically requests it.
The dynamics menu has the following options:

Exit:
Exit dynamics menu without executing simulator.
Set Run Time:
This option brings up a screen which allows you to set the overall duration of the run ( “ Overall RunTime”) and the time increment between successive time slices (“System Timestep”). The duration
can be specified as a specific time or as an event.
Run from initial state:
This option resets the flowsheet to the case #TIMEO (the initial conditions) and begins the dynamic
simulation.
Run from current state:
Runs the flowsheet from the current conditions.
Restore to initial state:
Copies the flowsheet conditions from the case #TIMEO files to the current state files.
Record Streams:
This option enables the user to specify which streams are to be saved, i.e., have their time histories
saved. These streams can then be printed in a report or plotted in a graph using other options in the
dynamics menu. This option also allows the user to select which stream variables are to be plotted
during runtime.
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Record unit operations:
This option enables the user to select which unit operations are to be saved, i.e., to have their time
histories saved. These UnitOps can then be printed in a report or plotted in a graph using other
options in the dynamics menu. This option also allows the user to select which UnitOp variable is to
be plotted during runtime.
Record process:
This option enables you to specify specific times that you want every variable in the process
recorded. These recorded results are than available for plotting and printing.
Save as initial state:
This option enables the user to make the current parameters of the dynamic simulation become the
new initial state.
Help:
This option opens the help facility of the dynamics menu.
These commands are described below.
SET RUN TIME
This command is used to set the stop criteria of the dynamics run and to specify the time step size (how
often the flowsheet equations are integrated). These items must be specified for the calculation to
proceed. Clicking this option will cause the following Set Simulation Run Time dialog box to be
displayed. Please make note of the following:
1.

More than one operating step can be specified. If a run is made from time zero (i.e., the initial
state), all specified operating steps will be run. If the simulation is being run from the current state,
then only those operating steps beyond the current time will be run.
Operating steps can be added at any time, so this feature provides a facility for extending the
dynamic simulation indefinitely.

2.

The time step size is specified in the Step size field.

3.

Operating step run time limits can be specified as fixed times or as events. These stopping events
can be when a UnitOp or Stream variable is equal to, greater than, less than, limited from below or
limited from above by a specified value.
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The following diagram can summarize the stop criteria:
Duration of operator stop ≥ the specified run time
is equal to
is greater than

Stream No.

global

is less than

Variable No. ____
of
passed through a minimum
Equipment
passes through a maximum

The Dynamic Run Time Schedule dialog box has two pages that look like this:
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GENERAL INPUT:

Number of operating steps:
The number of operating steps to be simulated must be entered in this field. Otherwise, the program will
only run the first step. Up to ten operating steps can be specified. For each operating step a stop criteria
can be specified.
Current Time:
Displays the current simulated time. That is, the time at the end of the last simulated operating step.
Step X:
For each operating step a dialog box displaying the following fields will be provided.
Stop When:
This field identifies the type of stop criteria to be used for this operating stop. Options are:
•

Time – stop when the specified run time has been reached.

•

Stream – stop when a specified stream variable has met the stop criteria

•

Equipment – stop when a specified equipment or UnitOp variable has met the stop criteria.

Run Time:
If the stop criteria are to be time, the duration of the operating step must be entered in this field (in
minutes).
Step Size:
The step size determines the frequency of integration during the simulation. Step size is specified in
minutes of simulated time. For example, if the operating step is to calculate 100 minutes of simulated
time, and the step size is 2 minutes, the program will integrate the flowsheet equations 50 times during
the simulation.
The step size selected will have an impact on the accuracy of the results and the speed of the
calculation. Smaller time steps will produce smaller errors, but will require more time to make the run.
Step size can be different for every operating step if desired.
ID Number:
If the Stop When selection is “Stream” or “Equipment”, the ID number of the relevant stream or
equipment must be entered in this field.
Variable Number:
If the Stop When selection is “Stream” or “Equipment”, the number of the relevant stream or equipment
variable must be entered in this field. Variable numbers are listed in the on-line help.
Variable Unit:
If the stop criteria are to be based upon a stream or equipment variable, then it is advisable to identify
the type of variable which has been selected. Variable Type identifies the engineering units to be
applied to the variable. If the variable type is identified, the program will apply the global flowsheet
engineering units to the Stop Value. If the Variable type is not identified, then the program will apply
internal engineering units to the Stop Value.
For example, if the stop criteria is to be based upon the temperature of stream 5, and the global
flowsheet units for temperature is degrees Celsius, then the “Temperature” option should be selected in
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the Variable Unit field. This will tell the program that the Stop Value has units of degrees Celsius. If
‘Temperature” is not selected, the program will assume the Stop Value is specified in degrees Rankine
(CHEMCAD’s internal units for temperature).
Component:
If a component purity or flowrate criteria is chosen, identify the relevant component from the list.
Stop Mode:
The stop mode is the numerical operator, which is used to compare the current value of the stopping
variable to the stop value. When:
{Current value of stopping variable} operator {Stop Value} is true then the operating step is over.
The following operators are available:
• Equal to (=): This operator will end the operating step when the current value of the stopping
variable is within a specified tolerance of the stop value.
• Greater than (>): This operator will end the operating step when the current value of the stopping
variable exceeds the stop value.
• Less than (<): This operator will end the operating step when the current value of the stopping
variable is below the stop value.
• Minimum: This operator will end the operating step when the value of the stopping variable
passes through a minimum.
• Maximum: This operator will end the operating step when the value of the stopping variable
passes through a maximum.
Stop Value:
This is the numerical value of the stopping criteria. If “Stream” or “Equipment” was selected in the Stop
When field, the stop value must be specified. If “Time” was selected in the Stop When field, the stop
value field is not used.
Stop Tolerance:
This is the acceptable tolerance to be used when the “equal to” Stop Mode is used.
Calculated Run Time:
If “Stream” or “Equipment” was selected in the Stop When field, the program will calculate the time it
took to complete the operating step. That value will be displayed in this field. Units are always minutes.
RUN FROM TIME ZERO
Selecting this option will cause the program to return to the initial conditions and rerun the entire
simulation. All results from previous simulations will be discarded.
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RUN FROM CURRENT STATE

Selecting this option will continue the simulation from the current state, i.e., from the last calculated
result. In order to use this option, an operating step beyond the current state must be scheduled on the
Set runtime option above.
RESTORE TO INITIAL STATE
This option will restore the initial conditions specified. All previous calculations will be discarded. It is
necessary to exercise this option in order to change certain flowsheet variables. Once a simulation has
taken place, CHEMCAD will not allow you to change any variables, which might produce thermodynamic
inconsistencies, if the simulation is continued. Therefore, the restore command is necessary to enable
changes to these variables.
RECORD STREAMS AND RECORD UNIT OPERATIONS
Unless otherwise specified the user, CHEMCAD will only record the histories of batch reactors and
dynamic columns. For all other UnitOp and streams only the initial and final variable values are
recorded. If desired, to view, plot, or report the historical results of these other UnitOps and streams,
then you must instruct the program to do so using the Record Streams and Record Unit Operations
menu options. Each options calls a dialog box in which you can list the streams and/or UnitOps that you
wish recorded. Selections can be typed in or chosen with the mouse. Once an item is selected, then all
of the variables associated with that item are recorded.
RECORD PROCESS
This dialog box is used to identify times (simulated) when the entire process is to be recorded.
Recording the entire process means that every variable in the process will be written to disk. It can be a
slow process.
SAVE AS INITIAL STATE
Selecting this option will cause the program to set the current conditions of the dynamic run as the new
initial condition. All parameters from the previous initial state will be discarded and it will not be possible
to recover data for the previous state. The user will be prompted and asked for a confirmation.
HELP
This button will open the help facility of the dynamics menu.
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A description of the dynamic column module is provided in the on-line help.

RATE REGRESSION
The rate regression utility allows you to regress kinetic data into reaction rate parameters. The program
can handle simultaneous reactions, and many types of data from multiple sources of batch reactor data.
Depending on the data, any coefficients from the Arrhenius or Langmuir-Hinshelwood equations can be
regressed using this utility.
The rate regression utility is part of the CC-ReACS dynamic package for CHEMCAD. The CC-ReACS
package is a module within the CHEMCAD system. It is designed to simulate dynamic (including batch
and semi-batch) reaction processes.
The discussion of rate regression is organized into four parts including this introduction. In the Screen
Discussion, we will define all the terms and default values necessary for this package. The last two
sections, “Using Rate Regression” and “Examples”, explain how to use the rate regression utility in an
easy to follow, step-by-step manner.
In order to regress kinetic data, you must first define the reactions. The reactions are defined in the
batch reactor module. Therefore, before you attempt rate regression, you must first create a flowsheet
with a reactor and define the reactions within the batch reactor.
INPUT DISCUSSION
Rate Regression is an option under the Tools option of the menu bar. After selecting this option, the
Reaction Rate Regression Menu will appear as shown below:
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There are seven options on this menu:
Exit:

Returns to the CHEMCAD Menu bar

Select Parameters:

Provides facilities for (page 1) selecting the rate parameters to be
calculated, (page 2) identifying files containing new data, and
specifying numerical controls for the calculation.

Import Profile:

Is used to import generic raw data. In this dialog box the user
defines the format and engineering units of the file containing the
raw data.

Import RC1 file (New
Format):

Use this option to import data from RC1 calorimeters using the
new format.

Import RC1 file (Old
Format):

Use this option to import data from RC1 calorimeters using the old
format (B1.dat, TR.dat, etc)

Input/Edit rate profile:

This dialog box is used to type in data for regression or to edit
imported data.

Check/Initial Estimates:

This option very quickly simulates the chemistry model using
initial estimates of the regression parameters. It is a good way to
see if there are any problems with either initial estimations or
data.

Perform Regression:

Selecting this option initiates the regression analysis.

Plot Results:

For graphically comparing regression results to raw data.

SELECT PARAMETERS SCREEN DIALOG BOX
This dialog box allows you to select which parameters you wish to regress and how many data sets are
to be imported. It consists of two pages. On page one, define the parameters, which will be regressed.
Each parameter has a single row for this. All values in a given row refer to a single parameter. Page
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two of this screen has a series of global definitions, which refer to the regression as a whole. Both
pages are shown below:
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS – PAGE 1

Par Type:
Reaction rates can be computed using either the Arrhenius or the Langmuir-Hishelwood forms of the
rate expression. These equations are described in detail in the Batch Reactor Model section of this
user’s guide. Refer to that section as necessary. The following discussion assumes the user is familiar
with these equations.
•

•

The rate regression program can calculate the following parameters for both the Arrhenius
equation and the Langmuir-Hishelwood equations:
a.

The frequency factor, A (RXN-A on the screen).

b.

The activation energy, E (RXN-E on the screen).

c.

The order of the reaction in each component, which is the exponent of the component
concentration term. (Exp on the screen).

For the Langmuir-Hishelwood equation only:
a.

The adsorption frequency factor, ø (Ad-A on the screen)

b.

Component adsorption activation energy, E (Ad-E on the screen).

The Langmuir power factor, β, must be defined by the user if Langmuir-Hinshelwood adsorption
parameters are to be calculated.
Note: Parameters for a user added equation can also be required using this facility. The concepts,
however, are more complex and difficult and are therefore addressed elsewhere.
Tip: Specify none in Par Type to allow a reaction to use a constant Frequency Factor
during regression. If you hold one or two frequency factors constant, regression of the
third will quickly produce a decent estimate for the constant. Once you have reliable
estimates for all frequency factors, you may hold one or two constant to allow for finetuning of the regression.
RXN:
The reaction number of the parameter to be regressed. This is required for all regression parameters.
COMP:
This is the component number for parameters which are component specific (such as e, Ad_A, Ad_E).
This is the position of the component in the stream list, NOT THE COMPONENT ID NUMBER. If you
press the F5 key, the component list will be displayed with both the position number (to the far left) and
the ID numbers (in parenthesis).
Estimation:
This is the initial estimate for the parameter value. An estimate is not required. However, because of the
extreme sensitivity of reaction rate to activation energy, it is strongly suggested that you provide an initial
estimate when calculating E.
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Lower Bound: (required)
This is the lower limit for this parameter.
Upper Bound: (required)
This is the upper limit for this parameter.
PARAMETER DEFINITIONS – PAGE 2
Rate Profile:
Up to five different data sets may be used in a single regression. To initialize a data set, enter a
filename for that data set.
Composition Unit:
The units used in the file shown in the data set name to the left of this field. These two fields, data set
name and units, allow you to use several sets of data, and each data set may be in a different set of
units.
Mode:
Please specify the mode under which the data was gathered; either ADIABATIC or NON-ADIABATIC.
Max. Iterations:
This is the maximum number of iterations CHEMCAD will run before quitting the regression. The default
value is 500.
Relative Tolerance:
The tolerance used before the program is within convergence limits relative to the value of the data
point. The default value is 1e-5.
Absolute Tolerance:
The maximum absolute tolerance between calculated and experimental data set. The default value is
1e-5.
K min, K max:
We know from theory that the bounds of K, the rate constant, are 0 and infinity. For the purposes of
regression, however, it is necessary to define concrete bounds within the computational limits of the
-5
+5
computer being used. The default bounds are 10 and 10 .
Perturbation size:
This is only used for the GRG method. It is the size of the change in the independent variable used
-3
when calculating the slope of the error function. The default is 10 .
Regression Method:
Two algorithms are available for performing the regression analysis; the GRG (General Reduced
Gradient) method and the Complex method. These methods are common techniques and can be found
in standard optimization texts. They are not explained here.
The default is the GRG method.
Derivatives:
This is only used for the GRG method. When calculating the slope or derivative of a function, the
perturbation step can be taken 100% in a single direction (forward difference) or 50% in one direction
and 50% in the opposite direction (central difference).
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Integration method:
The Runga-Kutta 4 (Fast Calculation) is extremely fast and accurate for many, if not most, reaction
systems. However, it cannot be used for stiff systems. The semi-implicit RK4 should be used for very
stiff systems.
Number of Attempts:
Each reset starts with an initial estimate that is an order of magnitude larger or smaller than the last.
-4
Therefore, if the specified (or shown) initial estimate is 10 and the number of attempts is 5; then the
-2
-3
program will make five regressions. The five regressions will start with the initial estimates 10 , 10 , 10
4
-5
-6
, 10 , and 10 . The regression producing the best results will be selected by the program as the
preferred answer.

IMPORT PROFILE
The Import Rate File dialog box is used for importing raw data to be regressed. Fields are provided for
file management and for specifying the format and engineering units used by the file. One of these
dialog boxes must be completed for each file to be imported. When the dialog box is closed, the data is
imported.
The dialog box looks like this:

PARAMETER DEFINITIONS
Source file name:
Enter the name of the source data file.
The name may contain a path such as
“C:\DATA\DATAFILE.TXT”. In the default condition, the program will look for the file in the current job
subdirectory.
Output file name:
Enter the file name for the imported data. This may be an existing data file, in which case the program
will append the new imported data to the end of the file.
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Data set #:
This input box is used to specify the number of the data set.
Read from line
to line
:
This tells the program where the data set to be imported begins and ends in the text file.
Time column #:
Enter which column time data is stored in the import file. To the right, enter in the units for this quantity.
Temperature column #:
Enter the Temperature column for the import file. To the right, enter in he units for this quantity.
H of reaction column #:
Enter the column that contains heat of reaction data in the import file. To the right, enter in the units for
this quantity.
Volume column #:
Enter the column that contains volume data in the import file. To the right, enter in the units for this
quantity.
Composition column #:
Enter here the first column that contains composition (concentration or quantity) data. Immediately
following this column should be the concentration or amount of each component in its own column, in the
sequence order of the component list. To the right, enter in the units for this quantity.
Time unit in source file:
Identify the time units used by the file to be imported. Select from the list.
Temp. unit in source file:
Identify the temperature units used by the file to be imported. Select from the list. Used only when the
Temperature column # field has an entry.
Q unit in source file:
Identify the enthalpy units used by the file to be imported. Select from the list. Used only the H of
reaction colm # field has an entry.
V unit in source file:
Identify the volume units used by the file to be imported. Select from the list. Used only when the
Volume column # field has an entry.
Composition unit:
Identify the concentration units used by the file to be imported. Select from the list. Used only
when the Composition col. # field has an entry.

INPUT/EDIT RATE PROFILE
This option is used to inspect input, and/or edit the data to be used in the regression analysis. If data
has already been imported, it will be displayed upon entry into the dialog box. It can then be modified,
extended, or abbreviated as desired. If no data has been imported, the dialog box will be empty.
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The Input/Edit Rate Profile dialog box will not open unless a data set filename has been provided on
Page 2 of the Select Parameters dialog box.
The dimensions of this dialog box will be (the number of components plus six) by 300.
A column is provided for each of the following:
•

Component concentrations

•

Weight factor

•

Time

•

Temperature

•

Instantaneous heat of reaction (Qr)

•

Volume

•

Cumulative heat of reaction (Cum_Qr)

Up to 300 times can be reported. One now is provided for each time.
The Input/Edit Rate Profile dialog box will appear as follows:

PARAMETER DEFINITION
Weight Factor:
This column is used if you wish to fit closer to some data points than to others. If all weights are equal or
zero, all points are equally important in the regression.
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Time:
Time at which the data was measured.
Temperature:
Temperature of reactor.
Concentration:
The concentration of each component is listed in the next set of columns. Concentration units are
selected in the “Select Parameters” screen, second page.
Qr:
Enter the instantaneous heat of reaction here.
Volume:
Enter the reactor volume here.
Cum_Qr:
Enter the cumulative heat of reaction here.

CHECK INITIAL ESTIMATES
This option is used to check you initial estimates entered in the “Select Parameters” section of the rate
regression utility. In any equation with exponential terms, such as a rate equation, regression of
coefficients is very sensitive to the starting estimation. This utility allows you to check your estimation by
graphing the results of running your batch reactor with these values. This utility should be used to
ensure that your estimates make sense.

PERFORM REGRESSION
Selection of this option initiates the regression calculations. An example of the results from the ARC1
example is shown below.

PLOT RESULTS
This option will plot both the regressed results and the experimental data, allowing you to judge the fit.
An example fit is shown below:
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USING RATE REGRESSION
Now we are ready to walk through the program. The best way to use the rate regression utility is to do
the following in order:
1.

Build a flowsheet representing the experiments or operating equipment used to gather the data.

2.

Specify the initial charge of the experiment or batch run from which the data was taken.

3.

Specify the general parameters of the regression.

4.

Specify the reaction mechanisms in the Reaction Kinetics dialog box(s) of the batch reactor.

5.

Call the Rate Regression menu.

6.

Select the parameters to be calculated by the regression analysis using the SELECT
PARAMETERS dialog box.

7.

Build the regression data sets by importing, entering, and/or editing the raw data.

8.

Specify which data sets are to be used in the regression analysis.

9.

Check the initial estimates (optional).

10. Perform the regression.
11. Plot the results.
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DETERMINING CONSTANTS
The following parameters from any reaction may be selected for regression:
Reaction frequency factor (A or Aj below)
Reaction activation energy (E or Ej below)
Component exponent (e or akj below)
Component adsorption frequency factor (Ad_A or φ k j below)
Component adsorption activation energy (Ad_E or Ek,j below)
These correspond to the parameters from the Langmuir-Hinshelwood equation shown below:
nrx 

nj
nj
 
a  
−E /(RT)
−E /(RT) b k, j

⋅ ∏ Ck k, j  ⋅ 1+ ∑ φ k, j ⋅ e k, j
⋅ Ck
ri =  Νi, j ⋅ Α j ⋅ e j

  k =1
k =1
j =1
 

∑






−β j

Note: These parameters may also be regressed in a user added rate expression.
PARAMETER SELECTION
Enter the parameter type, reaction number, and component number (if e, Ad_A, or Ad_E) along with any
bounds and initial estimates you wish. On the next page, name your data files and enter any additional
information such as maximum iterations, error tolerances and K-value settings.
BUILD A BATCH REACTOR FLOWSHEET
The first step is to build a flowsheet, which represents the process from which the data was gathered.
This normally is just a simple batch reactor (batch process) or a batch reactor with a feed (semi-batch
process).
This flowsheet is drawn like any flowsheet.
SPECIFY THE INITIAL CHARGE
There are two ways to specify the initial charge of the experiment:
1.

Enter it in the INITIAL CHARGE dialog box of the batch reactor.

2.

Include it in one of the import data files as the composition at time zero.

The second option can only be used with files containing concentration data. Where concentration data
files are not present the initial charge can only be given through the INITIAL CHARGE dialog box.
Time zero information in the import data files will override information given in the INITIAL CHARGE
dialog box, if there is a conflict.
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If the import files provide all necessary information, it is not necessary to complete the INITIAL
CHARGE dialog box.
ENTER THE GENERAL PARAMETERS
The following items on the GENERAL INFORMATION dialog box must be entered:
1.

Number of reactions

2.

Batch time

3.

Thermal mode

4.

Pressure

The number of reactions must be entered so that the program knows how much data to collect. This is
the case in simulation calculations as well.
The batch time must be entered, but will be overridden if in conflict with the times given in the import
files.
The thermal mode must be identified. Only adiabatic and isothermal can be used in regression mode.
The pressure must be specified when performing regression calculations.
SPECIFY THE REACTIONS
The reaction scheme to be used in the regression analysis must be specified by the user. This is done
in the REACTION KINETICS dialog box of the batch reactor models. The input for this dialog box is
described in the Batch Reactor section of this user guide. The user is referred to this description for
input details.
The following should be noted regarding a regression analysis:
1.

The rate parameters to be calculated by the regression analysis should not be entered.

2.

If the reaction order is not specified and not calculated, it is assumed to be one for each reactant.

CALL THE RATE REGRESSION MENU
The Regression Menu is accessed by:
1.

Click on the Tools command on the menu bar. The Tools Menu will open.

2.

Select the Rate Regression option on the Tools Menu. The Rate Regression Menu will open.

SELECT THE PARAMETERS TO BE CALCULATED
For each reaction specify which of the following parameters is to be calculated:
1.

The frequency factor
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2.

The activation energy

3.

The order or concentration exponents for the reactants

4.

The adsorption frequency factor

5.

The adsorption energy

On Page One of the SELECT PARAMETERS dialog box select the parameters from the list provided in
the first column of each row.
For each selected parameter:
1.

Identify the reaction that the parameter applies to.

2.

If the parameter is a concentration exponent (order) or an adsorption exponent, specify the
component that the parameter applies to.

3.

Give an initial estimate of the parameter value (optional but recommended).

4.

Enter the upper and lower bounds of the parameter values. The regression analysis will only search
between these two numbers for this parameter. The upper and lower bounds are required input.

BUILD THE REGRESSION DATA SETS
A regression data set is a collection of various kinds of experimental data from a single file. For
example, if an experiment was run where the temperature was measured and recorded into a file called
TEMP.EX1 and the concentrations were measured and recorded into a file called CONC.EX1, then both
of these files can be imported and saved into a single file or data set. This data set is saved and can be
used in future regressions as desired.
Data sets are built using the IMPORT RATE FILE dialog box and/or the INPUT/EDIT RATE PROFILE
dialog box. The use of the dialog boxes was described earlier in this section and is not repeated here.
The following rules should be remembered when building and using data sets:
1.

All data within a data set must come from the same experiment. This is because the program will
apply the same initial and operating conditions to all data contained in a data set.

2.

The times for the measurements must be the same for all files collected into a given data set.

3.

More than one data set can be included in a regression analysis.

4.

Data set file names must be entered on Page 2 of the SELECT PARAMETERS dialog box before
data can be imported or typed into them.

5.

The default location for storing data sets is the current job subdirectory.

Therefore, to build a data set:
1.

Enter the file name, where the data set is to be stored, in one of the fields provided on Page 2 of the
SELECT PARAMETERS dialog box.
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2.

Import any available files (if any) into the data set using the IMPORT RATE FILE dialog box. One
Source file is imported at a time. The Output file name entered in this dialog box is the data set file
name and will be the same for all source files imported into this data set. (Optional)

3.

Edit the import data and/or enter new data using the INPUT/EDIT RATE PROFILE dialog box.

SPECIFY WHICH DATA SETS ARE TO BE USED IN THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Up to five Data sets can be included in a single regression analysis. These data sets can contain
different information from the same experiment and/or data from different experiments (whether it
overlaps the first data set or not).
The data sets to be included in the regression analysis must be specified on Page 2 of the SELECT
PARAMETERS dialog box in the fields provided under the heading, Specify file name for each data
set:. If the data set contains concentration data, the concentration engineering units must be identified in
the field provided. The mode (adiabatic and non-adiabatic) of the regression must always be specified.
CHECK THE INITIAL ESTIMATES
This step is optional but generally a good idea. The initial estimates are entered in the SELECT
PARAMETERS dialog box. When the option check initial estimations is selected from the Rate
Regression Menu, the program:
1.

Reads the initial estimates

2.

Simulates the chemistry using these estimates

3.

Compares the simulated results to the experimental data by displaying a series of plots.

PERFORM THE REGRESSION
To perform the regression, click on the Perform Regression option on the Rate Regression Menu.
During the calculations the program will display the current error in the lower left-hand corner of the
CHEMCAD Window. When the regression calculations are complete, the results will be displayed in a
Wordpad document.
Before returning to the Rate Regression Menu, CC-ReACS will ask if you want to save the calculated
parameters. Answering, “Yes” will cause them to be saved in the batch reactor dialog boxes.
TROUBLESHOOTING REGRESSIONS
Regressing reaction rates can be difficult. If you start having problems with the regression convergence,
try to run the actual simulation from time 0 with some estimations of the reaction rate parameters. By
running these manually you can get a feel for what an acceptable range is for the frequency factor, etc.
It is quite common to make engineering unit mistakes with reaction rates. Usually the problem is
comparing the results in CHEMCAD to available scientific literature. When doing so, always make sure
the reaction rate units are the same.
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CC-ReACS regresses for a fit to the Cumulative Qr rather than the instantaneous Qr (∆Qr/∆t). This is
done for numerical methods reason.
The short explanation of why CC-ReACS uses this method is “CC-ReACS uses this method so the
answer can be found without knowing the answer.”
The difficulty with this method (cumulative Qr) occurs if there is a sharp drop in (∆Qr/∆t) for a single time
step. Regressed parameters that predict a ‘not as sharp drop’ across several time steps will result in the
same cumulative Qr. Numerical integration is simply solving for area under the curve and predicting a
curve that matches the area. The area under a wide and short square is equal to the area under a thin
and tall rectangle. Adding a few data points will force the regression to use a taller rectangle. Using a
smaller time step (AFTER obtaining a decent fit) will also help produce a more accurate fit. If the time
step is smaller, the Cumulative Qr will be more sensitive to the sudden spike of the instantaneous Qr.
How to eliminate the error of instantaneous Qr in a spike
Adding a few data points will force the regression to fit the curve to the data more reliably in that area.
Using a smaller time step may allow for a more accurate curve.
PLOT THE RESULTS
The quality of the fit obtained by the regression analysis can be evaluated by plotting the predicted
results and experimental data together for comparison. Clicking the Plot Results option on the Rate
Regression Menu will do this. Five plots will be plotted for each data set.

EXAMPLES
THE RATEREGRESSRC1 PROBLEM
Now we are ready to walk through an example of rate regression. The following example is based on the
reaction of water and acetic anhydride to form acetic acid.
C4H6O3 + H2O !" C4H8O4
Problem statement: 1.022 kg of Water is charged into a Calorimeter. The Calorimeter is brought to 37.8
C and 152 g of Acetic anhydride is injected over the course of 1 hour. Determine a reaction rate
constant such that:
RAcetic=K * CAcetic Anhydride
If we take the standard Arrhenius form and set all the langmuir-hinshelwood terms to 0, and set the
exponential factor for Acetic Acid to 1, the rate expression becomes
R=A * CAcetic Anhydride*e
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Rearranging,
R=K* CAcetic Anhydride
Where K= A *e

(-E/RT)

Its clear if we set the Activation Energy (E) to 0, the frequency factor term becomes our reaction rate
constant K. R is the rate or reaction in 1/s, to get to the rate of formation of Acetic Acid we have to
multiply by the stoiciometric coefficient.
This example is stored in the Examples\Rate Regression folder in your work directory. To work through
the tutorial on your own, you will need to make a copy of the raw RC1 data files. To do this, create a
new simulation and copy the files B1.DAT, QRMINQB1.DAT, TR1.DAT from Examples/Rate Regression
into your new simulation folder.
1.

Flowsheet drawing
Build a flowsheet with a batch reactor and a feed stream to represent the dosing.

Define the component list to contain Acetic Anhydride, Water, and Acetic Acid
2.

Thermodynamics.
This model uses UNIFAC as K model. The enthalpy model selected is Latent Heat. Since the
reaction is isothermal, there will be no heat flux from non-ideal deviation terms with Latent
Heat. You can select these model in the ThermoPhysical menu.
ThermoPhysical menu > K values
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ThermoPhysical menu > Enthalpy
3.

Specify the inlet stream. This stream represents the dosing of Acetic Anhydride. The overall stream
folwrate isn’t important here (It will be overridden by the injection data from the Mettler data files) but
it is important to set an inlet T,P and composition as shown:

4.

Specify the reactor: double click the reactor. The first time through this the program will take you
through steps 5 through 11 step by step

5.

Specify initial charge.
The initial charge is used for starting conditions of the RC1. For this example the initial charge
composition is 1.022 kg of pure water. For RC1 data where the initial charge is not specified it is
often possible to calculate the initial charge based on assumptions of consumption of the feed
and composition of any offgas product.
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6.

Make the general specifications of the reactor.
Specify the number of reactions that will be modeled. If there is offgasing, mixed phase must be
specified to allow for offgas. In this example there will only be one reaction modeled and since
there is a single phase the liquid only phase option should be selected. For this example we are
assuming the reaction takes place in the liquid and none of our compounds have significant
vapor pressure to affect the results.
Set the thermal mode of the reactor. The thermal mode of this example is isothermal at the
temperature used for the RC1 data. Therefore, specify 31.8 °C.
Enter the pressure of the unit. Specify 1 bar.

7.

Make the semi-batch specifications.
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Select the Semi-Batch tab. Select the dosing stream for Feed Stream 1. Select cumulative as
the Feed option 1. The cumulative option indicates that the specified flowrate for the stream
multiplied by one time unit is the total flow from the feed stream.

8.

Make the convergence specifications.
Select the Convergence tab. Use the default numerical method of Runge Kutta 4 as this is not
a stiff system. A stiff system is one where the curves are extremely nonlinear and the numerical
integration method is very sensitive to the differential change at each iteration. When you are
finished, press OK to save your specifications.
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9.

Click on the Rate Equations Units button.
Select the units for the rate equation parameters which the Batch Reactor will use. The RC1
data units do not need to match the units selected at this screen. The regressed parameters will
be saved in the units selected here. Use mole basis for stoichiometry. Be sure to specify the
rate equation units as shown.
When you are ready, press OK to save your specifications.
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10. Click on the Reactions Kinetics button. Enter the reaction stoichiometry. CC-ReACS will enter the
frequency factor calculated from regression. If the heat of reaction is not specified it will be
calculated based on heats of formation and stoichiometry. By default, CHEMCAD defined the
Exponential factor for each reactant as the absolute value of it’s stoichiometric coefficient. In our
st
th
case we want the reaction 1 order in Acetic Anhydride and 0 order in Water. To set a reactant to
th
0 order, set a very small but real number such as 1e-10 here.
For this example we have entered the heat of reaction as -48000 kJ/kmol. As it turns out, the accepted
value for the ideal gas heat of formation for Acetic Acid is not consistent with some published accounts
of this reaction’s heat of reaction. Acetic Acid dimerizes in the vapor phase, hampering accuracy. In
order to compare with some literature we must adjust the heat of reaction appropriately.
11. External Feed Schedule and Product Draw Schedule.
The External feed rate will be filled with the data from the FEED column from your RC1 data file
when you use the Import RC1 file dialog below. It is important to note that in any regression
you are limited to a single feed schedule, this means each RC1 experiment will need its own
separate batch reactor.
Product Draw Schedule specifications are not necessary for this example. For a model with
an offgas you would likely set product rate to Draw to Keep P Constant. The pressure criteria
in this case is set on the General page Specify Constant Pressure.
12. Set Dynamic run time.
Dynamic time and step size are set at the dynamic schedule screens. Use the Run menu
command Dynamics and press the Set Run Time button for these options.
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There is only one operation step for this example. Batch time is set to the length of the RC1
data or less. For this example, run time is set at 60 minutes. Step size is set to 0.3 minutes.
13. Importing the RC1 data and performing the Regression.
From the Tools menu select Rate Regression. Select the reactor and press OK. The Reaction
Rate Regression menu will appear.
14. Click on the Select Parameters button.
For an isothermal reaction you can regress the Frequency Factor but not the Activation Energy.
You may also regress the reaction order; but this would complicate the regression for this
example. For a non-isothermal reaction you can regress the activation energy as well as the
frequency factor.
Page 1
Select Rxn_A from the Par Type field, this is the Frequency (Arrhenius) Factor.
Specify the reaction number for the Rxn field. Since reaction 1 is being regressed, type 1.
When you are finished page 1 of the Rate Regression Parameters dialog should look like the
picture below:

Page 2
Specify a file name for CC-ReACS to use as a translated file. This is the file CC-ReACS will
create from the imported RC1 data. Any name you select is OK for the sake of this example.
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For most situations the default values on the numerical methods parameters are sufficient; It is
not necessary to make arbitrary changes without understanding the effect on regression.

15. Specify the RC1 file
Click on the Import RC1 file (Old Format) button. The Import RC1 file dialog will appear.
Enter the names of the files for time, temp, feed, Qr.
Input the temperature (31.8 °C) into the Isothermal T field.
Input 1 into the Data Set # field.
Input the Start and End time of the data (5286 sec and 9000 sec)
Set the units of the data.
Select the Qr sign conversion. CC-ReACS considers a positive heat duty to be an
endothermic process. If the Qr data does not have a negative sign and the reaction is
exothermic, use the Qr sign conversion field to set the reaction to exothermic.
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Press OK and CC-ReACS will convert the RC1 file data to its own format. CC-ReACS will also
enter the dosing schedule to the batch reactor feed schedule for you (you can review it later
on).
16. Check initial estimates (optional).
This allows you to plot experimental values and the values that would be calculated by using
your initial estimates for reaction parameters. If the rates plotted from the initial estimates are
far from the experimental rates for the initial times, you may wish to revise these estimates.
It should be clear that the initial estimates are not the correct parameters, so graphs plotting
reaction rates against experimental data will not match up, but they should trend similarly..
17. Perform Regression.
This will begin the regression will demand most of the computer’s resources; it’s best to leave
your computer alone and have other processes closed when you perform the regression.
Click on the Perform Regression button. Once the regression is finished you will see a report
in WordPad.
CC-ReACS will ask you whether to save the regressed parameters or not. Select the save
regressed parameters option and press OK to review results.
CC-ReACS will show you some plots for you to compare regressed and experimental
parameters.
18. Plot the results (optional).
You may want to review the results and check how the performed regression fits your
experimental data.
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There are three plots:
Time vs. composition
Heat of Reaction vs. time
Cumulative Heat of Reaction vs. time
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Similar to Check Initial Estimates, the Plot Results option allows you to plot the rates
calculated by regressed parameters on the same plot as the experimental rates from the RC1
file.
THE RATEREGRESSRC1 PROBLEM- ANALYZING THE RESULTS
The whole point of this exercise is to calculate a rate constant given heat release data. The
rate constant CHEMCAD calculates is approx. 0.0176 liter/kmol s. So the rate of reaction is
equal to 0.0176 liter/kmol s * CAcetic Anhydride . to get the rate of Acetic Acid formation, we must
multiply the rate constant by the stoichiometric coefficient of Acetic Anhydride, 2. So,
RAcetic=0.0353 * CAcetic Anhydride
If we run the same experiment at another temperature we will get a different K. If we remember
(-E/RT)
that K= A *e
we can set up 2 equations and two unknowns and solve for E and A.
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APPENDIX I – AGITATOR COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SEADER-TATE EQUATION
Agitator Parameters for the Seader-Tate equation
Agitator

f

a

b

c

Flat blade disk turbine:
Re<400

0.54

0.67

0.33

0.14

baffled, Re>400

0.74

0.67

0.33

0.14

baffled, 5500<Re<37000

0.64

0.67

0.33

0.14

Flat blade paddle, Re > 4000

0.36

0.67

0.33

0.14

30 < Re <300

1.00

0.50

0.33

0.14

300 < Re < 5000

0.38

0.67

0.33

0.14

glassed steel

.33

.67

.33

0.14

alloy steel

0.37

0.67

0.33

0.14

3 blade propeller:

Anchor:

3 blade turbine, baffled,
20000 < Re < 2000000:
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APPENDIX II - USER ADDED KINETIC RATE EXPRESSIONS
OVERVIEW
The Kinetic Reactor dialog box enables the user to specify a custom kinetic rate expression.

BASIC USE
After the user has entered the specifications in the Kinetic Reactor dialog box, the user must input the
kinetic data for each reaction in the system.
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This data is input using the Kinetic Data dialog box. The user is required to enter the stoichiometric
coefficients for each reaction. The frequency factor and activation energy may be entered using this
dialog box if they are used by the kinetic rate expression. The User Rate Expressions dialog box
appears after the Kinetic Data dialog box is closed.

File Paths:
The name of the VBA file and Excel workbook accessed by the simulation must be specified on the User
Rate Expressions dialog box. If the files are not located in the current job folder, the full path will need to
be entered. The file \CC5\userRxns.xls is a template for the User Added Kinetic Rate Expression. This
file should be copied to the current job folder.
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Rxn I:
Name for the Chemical Reaction:
This name will be displayed on the reports.

Variables for User Rate Expressions:
The following table lists the default parameters available for User Added Kinetic Rate Expression. The
ChemCADEntry VBA object handle can be used to access additional CHEMCAD variables.

FF

Frequency Factor

ExpERT

Exponential Term

Temp
Pres
RPM

Temperature
Pressure
Propeller speed

Rvol

Total reactor volume

LFrc
Ci-Cj
Pi-Pj

Liquid vol. Fraction
Component concentration
Component pressure

The Frequency Factor is specified in the Kinetic Data dialog
box.
Calculated as EXP[(E/R)/T]. The activation energy is
specified in the Kinetic Data dialog box. R is the gas
constant.
The current reactor temperature.
The current reactor pressure.
The speed of the propeller/mixer. The propeller adds kinetic
energy to the system which is dissipated as heat.
The total volume of the reactor. This is either specified by the
user or calculated.
The fraction of the reactor volume that is filled with liquid.
The current concentration of component i.
The current partial pressure.

Additional variables may be dimensioned and specified using VBA standards in the Write User Rate
Expression field.
Write User Rate Expression:
The User Added Kinetic Rate Expression is entered in this field. The expression may consist of a single
line formula, similar to the example given in the dialog box, which uses the pre-defined variables listed in
the Variables for User Rate Expressions field. If the user needs to define additional variables or utilize
a more complex formula, VBA code may be entered into this field. Multiple lines of code may be entered
into this field using the [crtl]+[enter] key combination at the end of each line to insert a line break.
Operators:
This field contains a list of operators that may be used while entering formulas into the Write User Rate
Expression field.
Do you want to update UserRxnRate Module in Excel Workbook:
After completing the User Rate Expression dialog box, a pop-up window prompts the user to save the
changes to the VBA module that contains the code for each User Added Kinetic Rate Expression. The
user should select YES to save the changes, unless Excel is being used to edit the macros manually.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Multiple Reactors in a Job
A User Added Kinetic Rate Expression may be used by more than one reactor. Once the first reactor has
been specified, the subsequent reactors are configured to call the same workbook and module. This
feature may also be used with reactors that reside on different flowsheets. For cases where a single rate
expression is used for different simulations, the Excel workbook should be copied into the job folder of
each of the separate flowsheets. This ensures that the rate expression associated with a specific job
does not get lost during export or file transfer.
Kinetic Reaction VBA Macro
The following example details the structure of the VBA Macro created by the simulation:
Sub UserRxnRates(ByRef Rate() As Double, ByVal Temp As Double,
ByVal Pres As Double, ByVal Rpm As Double, ByRef Conc() As Double,
ByRef KPar() As Single, ByVal ChemCADEntry As Object)
Rate(1) = RxnRate001(Temp, Pres, Rpm, Conc, KPar, ChemCADEntry)
Rate(2) = RxnRate002(Temp, Pres, Rpm, Conc, KPar, ChemCADEntry)
End Sub
The function array Rate returns the rates of the chemical reactions. Temp is the current temperature in
user units, Pres is current pressure in user units, Rpm is the propeller speed, Conc contains the array of
concentrations in user units, KPar carries the array of kinetic parameters, and ChemCADEntry is an
object handle used to access CHEMCAD. Ten kinetic parameters are currently assigned to each
reaction. The frequency factor and exponential term (including the activation energy and temperature)
are the first and second kinetic parameters respectively. The remaining kinetic parameters are reserved
at this time. The VBA code for the rate function of reaction no. 1 has the following form:
Function RxnRate001(ByVal Temp As Double, ByVal Pres As Double,
ByVal Rpm As Double, ByRef Conc() As Double, ByRef KPar() As Single,
ByVal ChemCADEntry As Object) As Double
RxnRate001 = …
End Function
The user can modify these macros using Excel’s VBA Editor. Additional information regarding the solid,
liquid, or vapor phases be accessed through the ChemCADEntry object handle.
Modeling Biological Reactions
Biological reactions can be modeled using the Kinetic Reactor (KREA) and Batch Reactor (CC-ReACS)
unitops in CHEMCAD.
Biological reactions are typically mass based. Therefore, the concentrations are given in terms of
mass/volume and the reaction rate equations are based upon the mass of substrate, biomass, and
products.
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The Kinetic and Batch Reactor models both have a concentration option of mass/volume. This setting
also changes the reaction stoichiometry to units of mass. The rate expression A + 2B!"3 C is read as
“1 kg A +2kg B goes to 3kg C”.
Concentration Flag
The Concentration Flag option is found on the second tab of the Kinetic Reactor Dialog Box. The
available settings are:
0
1
2

mole/volume
partial pressure
mass/volume

Default mode
Used for Biological Reactions (Stoichiometry becomes mass based)

Mode 2 is useful for biological reactions, which are often mass based. It is important to note that with
mode 2, stoichiometry becomes mass based!
The flow and volume units (option 0) are selected using parameters 21 and 23 respectively.
The pressure units (option 1) are the same as the global pressure units.
Stoichiometry screens
If the exponential factor for a reactant is not specified, the stoichiometric coefficient will be used as the
default value.
2

Example: for A + 2B ↔ C, the rate will be r=FF * CA* CB

This does not apply to the User Added Kinetic Rate Expression.
A separate tab will appear for each reaction. The tab sequence corresponds to the order in which the
stoichiometric parameters were entered in the Kinetic Data dialog boxes.
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APPENDIX III – STATIC HEAD IN THE DYNAMIC VESSEL

OVERVIEW
The dynamic vessel DVSL allows the user to include the static head pressure into piping network
calculations. This feature is handy when more realistic transient simulations are wished.
Since the liquid level in the vessel can vary during a process, the liquid static head variation might be
relevant to the pressure/flow calculations for both upstream and downstream UnitOps.
If there is an inlet liquid stream the liquid level in the vessel might rise and therefore the static head will be
higher for the next time step.
If there is an outlet liquid stream the liquid level in the vessel might drop and therefore the static head will
be lower for the next time step.
BASIC USE
If the static head is to be considered, the dynamic vessel will probably belong to a dynamic piping network
flowsheet such as the shown below:

In this example water is being pumped from an infinite source at a constant pressure.
The DVSL UnitOp will represent a pressure node in a piping network. Since the DVSL will be an external
piping node, at least one specification must be made. A piping node can usually accept two kinds of
specifications:
1.

Fix the pressure

2.

Fix the flow

This flowsheet was built to determine how long it would take to fill this tank. Since the flow is an unknown
variable for this dynamic calculation, the pressure must be fixed (to perform the network calculations).
Tip: In case you wanted to prevent DVSL from backward flow of inlet streams, you can
use CVAL and check its Forward flow only option. This will avoid false inlet flows.
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INLET AND OUTLET NOZZLES

For this example, after inputting the geometry of the vessel, the user should check the Include liquid static
head option. This will ensure that the static head is included into the pressure/flow calculations for the
inlet and outlet liquid streams. However, the position of the inlet nozzle will be important for DVSL to
estimate the column of liquid.
The actual static head relevant to the inlet liquid stream it that of the current liquid level above the nozzle.
DVSL lets the use specify the position of the nozzle from the top of the vessel. This means that if the inlet
nozzle is located at the very bottom of the vessel the inlet nozzle position to be input is the same as the
height of the vessel. Conversely, if the inlet nozzle is located at the very top of the vessel the inlet nozzle
position to be input is zero.
For outlet liquid nozzles the default position is at the bottom of the vessel. The picture below may help the
user understand this specification.

After inputting the vessel geometry and other simulations parameters the general dynamic vessel dialog
should look like the picture below. Please notice that for this example the inlet nozzle is located at the
very bottom of the vessel (the vessel height and the inlet nozzle position are the same).
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Results
In this example you can notice how the variation of the static head can affect process variables such as
the inlet flow, the outlet liquid pressure.
Liquid Level
Please look at the results of the liquid level. The plot does not really show that the variable static
head affects the behavior of the liquid level. However, this effect can be noticed in the following plots.

Inlet flow rate
This plot shows how the static head increase makes the inlet flow drop as the process goes on. The
liquid must flow against a taller column of liquid.
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Outlet pressure
This plot show how the outlet pressure decreases as the process goes on. Please notice that the
pressure in the vessel is 14.7 psia. The plot shows the sum of the vessel pressure plus the static
head.
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APPENDIX IV – REACTOR DATABASE

REACTOR Capacity Inner
TYPE
Vessel
Material
UNITS
litres
BE40000
40000
CS
BE32000
32000
CS
BE25000
25000
CS
BE20000
20000
CS
BE16000
16000
CS
BE12500
12500
CS
BE10000
10000
CS
BE8000
8000
CS
BE6300
6300
CS
BE4000
4000
CS

AE2500
AE1600
AE1000
AE630
AE400
AE250
AE160
AE100
AE63

2500
1600
1000
630
400
250
160
100
63

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS

Inner
Vessel
O.D.
mm
3600
3200
3000
2800
2600
2400
2400
2200
2000
1800

Inner
Jacket I.D. Heated
Vessel
Area
Thickness
mm
mm
m2
30
3718
52.1
30
3518
45.7
28
3068
39.8
25
2870
34.2
25
2672
29.5
22
2467
25.2
22
2467
20.7
22
2276
18
20
2072
18
20
1876
13.2

1600
1400
1200
1000
800
700
600
510
510

16
16
14
12
12
10
10
10
10
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1676
1480
1280
1084
884
788
688
588
588

8.3
6.3
4.6
3.2
2.5
1.7
1.3
0.9
0.6

Glass
Thickness
mm
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
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Number
of Side
Jacket
Inlets
mm
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

Size of
Side
Jacket
Inlets
mm
80
80
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

50
50
50
50
40
40
-

Number of
Bottom
Jacket
Inlets
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Size of
Bottom
Jacket
Inlets
mm
100
100
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

Number of Size of
Jacket
Jacket
Outlet
Outlets

50
50
50
50
40
40
40
40
40
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Circulating Circulating
Nozzle
Nozzle
Size
Type

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100
100
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

Low/High
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

mm
50
50
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

50
50
50
50
40
40
40
40
40

LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

38
38
38
38
30
30
30
30
30
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Jacket
Capacity

m3/hr
44
44
30
30
30
23
23
23
23
23

kg
18000
14500
11000
9000
7500
6000
5000
4300
3400
2500

litres
3405
2965
1605
1410
1260
1100
810
725
676
524

15
15
15
15
10
10
5
5
5

1800
1400
1000
700
500
400
300
250
220

378
294
214
151
120
93
70
46
32

Dished
End
Volume
litres
6055.9
4253.3
3504.6
2849.4
2281.4
1794.4
1794.4
1382.1
800.0
583.2
409.6

Dished
Jacket
End Inner Height
Surface
Area
m2
mm
14.0
3369
11.1
3445
9.7
3191
8.5
2925
7.3
2717
6.2
2517
6.2
1920
5.2
1848
4.0
2234
3.2
1767
2.5
1147

Minimum
Stir
Volume
Impeller
litres
10100
8270
6220
3440
3080
2810
2160
1940
1420
1110
870

Minimum
Stir
Volume
Litres
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

274.4

1.9

991

610

NA

172.8

1.4

842

210

292

100.0

1.0

703

125

181.5

51.2

0.6

743

62

103

34.3

0.5

552

46

74

21.6

0.4

501

33

47

13.3

0.3

401

21

32.8

13.3

0.3

214

21

33.5
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